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1.0 Introduction
Guayama is one of the few cities in Puerto Rico that retains a majority of its 19th century 
wooden urban architecture. Over the last twenty-five years the city of Guayama has expe-
rienced an increase in abandoned historic homes.  This has led to accelerated deterioration 
from a lack of maintenance and neglect leaving a town littered with uninhabited structures 
in varying degrees of disrepair.  Despite this, current homeowners and advocates within the 
community have a strong appreciation for the history and significance of their domestic ar-
chitecture.  Local historians and architects in Guayama recognize the need to document and 
record their unique architecture as the first step toward its preservation. 
The vernacular architecture of Puerto Rico has been previously investigated, but research has 
yet to address the symbolic and aesthetic expression of that form through formal paint analy-
sis.  Guayama’s urban houses are distinctive through their style, color and materials.1 Color 
plays a fundamental role in domestic architectural expression, but it is often overlooked by 
the preservation field. To date, there has been limited scientific research completed to record 
the materials and palette used in Caribbean architectural painting. As a general rule buildings 
are frequently studied as isolated entities, but rarely as a group, addressing color schemes and 
paint palettes across a building typology or locale.2 
This thesis attempts to generate a historically derived exterior color palette by examining 
1 Jopling, Carol F. Puerto Rican Houses: in Sociohistorical Perspective. Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1992. 
Print. p.204. Note: quote extracted from Antonio Martorell’s La Estetica Visual Puetorriquena. In Los Puertor-
riquenos y la Cultura.
2 Note: Paint research in Puerto Rico is limited to public and civic buildings. Known examples include:  San 
Geronimo and Santa Elena Powder Magazines, the Rosario Chapel in the Iglesia San Jose, the Old Real Audien-
cia Territorial Building, Capilla del Santa Cristo de la Salud, and Capilla de Conveto de los Dominicos, Iglesia 
de San Jose.
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paint samples from a group of representative houses to gain an understanding of the finishes 
employed in Pan-Caribbean domestic architecture. The research utilizes: 1) historical research 
and documentation of representative structures, 2) stratigraphic analysis of paint finishes, 3) 
comparative analysis of decorative trends, and 4) visual tools for understanding the buildings 
original finishes. The historic paint research conducted for this thesis focused on the front 
elevations or balcones (porches) of vernacular creole houses.  Historically paint and decora-
tive motifs are concentrated on the façade of a house making it the most vibrant and diverse 
feature.
-3-
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2.0 Site Description
The Municipality of Guayama was founded by Governor General Don Matías de Abadía in 
1736 on the Southern Coastal Valley between Salinas and Patillas (figure 2.1).3 At the time of 
its founding it was known as San Antonio de Padua de Guayama.  By 1776 the town square, 
church and over 200 houses were established.4 The city continued to expand, until 1832 
when a massive fire destroyed all existing structures; only the church and city hall remained 
intact (Figure 2.2 and 2.3).5  A new master plan was developed by the French town-planner 
Alexander da Costa.  
The primary religious and public institutions were positioned on the town square with hous-
es radiating from the center and organized by a gridded street pattern. Structures located on 
the town square were traditionally masonry; one block back they transitioned to wooden resi-
dential buildings (figure 2.4).6 Historic houses closer to the town square are older and more 
refined than those houses situated farther from the town center. A map from 1922 illustrates 
general trends of development in Guayama. By the early 1900’s the northern, southern, and 
eastern quadrants of the city were fully developed (figure 2.5).  Eastern development followed 
in the 1930’s. Guayama is the only city in Puerto Rico to fully execute the design of its origi-
nal master plan.7 Over a century and a half has passed since the origination of this master
 
3 Colon Mendoza, Hector Luis, and Diana Luna. Application to the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture for Historic 
Zone Status: Guayama. Application for Historic Zone Designation: Puerto Rico. Guayama: Municipality of 
Guayama, 1991. Print. Datos Historicos p.1. Translated by author. 
4 Colon Mendoza, Hector Luis, and Diana Luna. Datos Historicos p. 2. Translated by author.
5 Colon Mendoza, Hector Luis, and Diana Luna. Datos Historicos p. 2. Translated by author.
6 Rigau, Jorge. Puerto Rico 1900: Turn-of-the-century Architecture in the Hispanic Caribbean, 1890-1930. New 
York: Rizzoli, 1992. Print.
7 “Guayama Architecture: Preservation and Historic Zone with Diana Luna.” Personal interview. 02 Feb. 2011.
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 plan; today the scale, sequence, and rhythm of the residential streets remain. An estimated 
70% of the historic houses constructed of wood are intact. The condition of these structures 
is highly variable. 
In an effort to conserve the “harmony and urban coherence of the city”; Hector Luis Colon 
Mendoza, the major of Guayama from 1985-2009, spearheaded an initiative to preserve and 
restore abandoned historic buildings. 8 The “government acquired a few buildings of historic 
value, and renovated them as models for the community”; examples include the Municipal 
Tourism office, Casa Cautino, and Bernardini Theater.9  In 1991 Colon worked in collabora-
tion with architect Diana Luna to inventory historic structures and nominate the city as a 
local historic district.  Of the 995 buildings inventoried by the municipality, 515 were desig-
nated eligible historic structures; few of which were public buildings.10 
In July of 1992 the urban center of Guayama was designated a Historic Zone by the Insti-
tute of Puerto Rican Culture. The official name is Zona Historica de Guayama (figure 2.6). 
Domestic architecture is a key component of the historic district. Regulations are in place to 
protect structures located within the boundaries of the historic zone. According to Act 374 
this designation gives the Planning Board of Puerto Rico the authority to protect historic 
 context through regulated land use.11 The City Government of Guayama and the Planning 
8 Colon Mendoza, Hector Luis, and Diana Luna. Introduction Letter. Translated by author.
9 Martinez, Augusto. Materials and Construction Techniques in Caribbean Architecture during the Sixteenth to 
Eighteenth Centuries: Recommendations for their Conservation. International Symposium on Historic Preserva-
tion for Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Third International Symposium of Historic Preservation on Puerto Rico and 
the Caribbean. San Juan: May 9-13, 1994. Print. p. 1.
10 Colon Mendoza, Hector Luis, and Diana Luna. Application to the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture for His-
toric Zone Status: Guayama. Application for Historic Zone Designation: Puerto Rico. Guayama: Municipality of 
Guayama, 199. Print. 
11 Algeria, Ricardo E. “History of Preservation and Restoration of the San Juan de Puerto Rico Historic Zone.” 
International Symposium on Historic Preservation for Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Third International Sympo-
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Board work in collaboration to prohibit the demolition of any eligible structure without 
authorization by a commissioned body of historians, architects, and citizens.12
sium of Historic Preservation on Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. San Juan: May 9-13, 1994. Print. p.1. 
12 Algeria, Ricardo E. p.1.
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Figure 2.1: Map of major cities in Puerto Rico. Red box highlights the city of Guayama located on the south-
ern coast. (Jopling, 1992)
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Figure 2.2: Historic photograph of the cathedral and plaza in Guayama. Photo taken circa 1900. (Library of 
Congress)
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Figure 2.3: Historic postcard of cathedral and plaza in Guayama. Photo circa 1906. (Antanlontan Antilles)
Figure 2.4: Historic postcard of Ashford Street. Photo circa 1930. (Rodriguez Archives)
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Figure 2.5: Historic map of Guayama showing development over time. (map courtesy of Diana Luna, source 
unknown)
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Figure 2.6: Map of Guayama Historic Zone. The red line marks the perimeter of the district. (map courtesy of 
Guayama’s DowntownHistoric Office)
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3.0   Brief History of Wooden Building Typology Present in Guayama
In Puerto Rio, a house is the personification of an individual’s individuality.  Like other 
countries in the West Indies the vernacular architecture of Puerto Rico is influenced by 
the diverse cultural background of its inhabitants, drawing elements from its African, local 
Indian, and European ancestry. Throughout Puerto Rican history, architecture has evolved as 
a blending of styles, taking cues from its cultural and climactic conditions, and mixing them 
with the personal preferences of the owner to develop a unique genre of architecture.  “The 
simplified elements of disparate traditions thus combine in each island to create a new form 
which provides the basis for the development of an original type of dwelling.”13
Architecture in Puerto Rico diversified with exposure to the outside world, evolving from 
a mainly colonizing Spanish influence to a mulit-sylistic approach.14  As early as the 1850’s 
evidence of Victorian Europe, the Caribbean, and New Orleans can be seen in Guayama’s 
wooden houses.15 The 1848 abolishment of slavery laid the groundwork for further diversi-
fication in architecture, introducing a middle class in need of smaller scale accommodations. 
New typological models deviated from higher style typologies characterized by entry on the 
long side, to incorporate entrances at the gable end of the building.
The scale of domestic structures varies greatly based on the socio-economic status of its 
residents, but the characteristic horizontality, rhythm, and balance are universally applied.  
Each city is marked by unique decorative patterns and form. As one local historian wrote, 
13 Berthelot, Jack, and Martine Gaumé. Kaz Antiyé: Jan Moun Ka Rété. Goyave] (Maison Berthelot, Blonzac, 
F97128): Éd. Perspectives Créoles, 2002. Print. p.28.
14 Jopling, Carol F. p.40.
15 Fernandez, Jose Antonio. p.10.
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“Architecture cannot have a nationality, but must be, as it should be, a product of the region 
in which our ‘island’ is located.”16  The development of regional building typologies across 
Puerto Rico has generated a highly variable building stock that can be difficult to categorize 
into a typological system.17  
Several publications depicting the vernacular architecture of Puerto Rico have been published 
including: Puerto Rican Houses in Sociohistorical Perspective, San Juan Tras Façhada, and Kaz 
Antiyé: Jan Moun Ka Réte. Carol Jopling’s book Puerto Rican Houses of Sociohistorical Per-
spective is particularly notable. In the text Jopling searches for “socio-cultural explanations of 
the diverse forms and the varied configurations of Puerto Rican Houses”.18  The text outlines 
rural and urban domestic building typology, drawing clear distinctions between the vernacu-
lar and designed.  The urban typologies presented in Puerto Rican Houses in Sociohistorical 
Perspective will be the baseline for the typologies presented in this thesis. Delimiters have 
been placed on the period of interest, addressing wooden domestic architecture constructed 
between 1870 and 1910. For the purposes of this thesis I am interested only in the wooden 
building typologies extant in the historic urban center of Guayama.
According to Jopling, the three main styles of wooden urban architecture built during this 
period were Spanish Creole (Criollo), Vernacular Creole (Criollo Pueberlino), and Vernacular 
(Pueberlino).  The wooden building typology of Guayama share characteristic elements: ele-
vated base (1-4 ft), rhythmic facades with evenly spaced doors, wooden jalousies, ornamental 
16  Fernandez, Jose Antonio. Architecture in Puerto Rico, New York: Architectural Book Pub., 1965.Print. p.11.
17 Jopling, Carol F. Puerto Rican Houses: in Sociohistorical Perspective. Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1992. 
Print. p.66-69.
18 Jopling, Carol F. p.1.
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transoms, and wood siding.  In all instances the form is designed largely in response to its en-
vironment. “The use of wood as a construction material was dominant on the southern coast 
of Puerto Rico because of its extreme heat and humidity. “19  Transoms, elevated bases, high 
roofs, and hollow cavity walls work in conjunction to promote the movement and circulation 
of air.20 Local, indigenous trees were used to construct the houses.
 Spanish Creole and Vernacular Creole houses have analogous stylistic features. The variation 
comes in their engagement with the street. Similar to Spanish Colonial residential architec-
ture, Spanish Creole houses dominate the lot, presenting a solid wall to the street. The ver-
nacular typologies in Guayama engage the street by incorporating balcones or porches. The 
porch serves as an intermediate space between the public sidewalk and the private home.  
Vernacular Creole houses vary in stylistic expression. Richer houses were more concerned 
with façade composition and adherence to a stylistic genre.  Access to professional builders 
and knowledge of architectural styles projected an image elevated status within the commu-
nity. The facades and balcones (porches) of these houses are highly ornate and composed of 
more than three bays. The number varies greatly; Guayama has houses with as many as seven 
bays. Standard facades have double leaf doors with jalousies at the center of each bay, but 
variations are present (figures 3.5 and 3.6). More typical of the housing stock in Guayama 
are examples of Vernacular Creole houses designed by homeowners using “design handbooks” 
and built by carpenters. Owners of these homes were less concerned with adhering to one 
style, but choosing decorative elements according to personal preferences. Typical houses of 
19 Jopling, Carol F. p.4.
20 Rigau, Jorge. p.37.
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this style are between two and three bays. Pueberlino houses were developed by the middle 
class and are characteristically less refined and more obviously utilitarian with minimal 
decoration.  These structures are smaller in scale and incorporate multiple styles within one 
structure. Vernacular houses were always designed by owners and built by local carpenters. 
Today, there are no Spanish Creole houses still extant in Guayama.  Vernacular Creole houses 
dominate the historic building stock in the Historic Zone. Pueberlino houses still remain but 
most have not been well maintained. 
3.1 Materials and Palette for Architectural Exterior
The wooden urban building typologies in Guayama vary in scale, decorative vocabulary, and 
plan; but each employs color as a means of architectural expression. This can be seen most 
prominently on the porches and facades. Puerto Ricans use this space for entertainment and 
reception. For this reason, the facades of a vernacular building are typically the most “con-
centrated point of decorative motif and paint”.21  The amount of ornament varies based on 
personal taste, but colors are historically more conventional on grander homes; where the 
woodwork was seen as the focal point of decoration.22  Vernacular houses have less ornamen-
tal woodwork and therefore depend on paint as a major decorative feature.23
The siding of the facades is variable across each building typology. Types of siding include 
plain and beaded clapboard, herringbone, cove, ship-lapped, and flush (figures 3.1 and 3.5). 
The herringbone siding is limited to the Vernacular Creole houses. Flush siding has been 
used historically to imitate masonry construction. Pueberlino houses employed simple siding 
21 Jopling, Carol F. p.70.
22 Jopling, Carol F. p.204-205.
23 Jopling, Carol F. p.204.
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profiles; clapboard siding is the most common. 
The railings and columns that frame the porches have a highly variable material palette. His-
torically constructed of wood and cast iron, many have been modified in the recent past with 
galvanized pipe columns, new cast iron balustrades, and concrete. Guayama has examples 
of Vernacular Creole houses with original cast iron bracketed columns; which is an unusual 
feature found only on the southern coast of Puerto Rico. 
Door and window transoms were another common location for ornamentation. “Given the 
surrounding tropical context, houses needed to breathe, and sophisticated lace-like wood 
craftsmanship allowed it to happen in an alluring way.”24  Many historic structures in Guaya-
ma still retain the pierced wood transoms (figure 3.3).  Decorative glass in a wide range of 
colors was also used for transoms, windows, and sidelights.25 The material was imported from 
Europe and North America.  Original glass is rare given the fragile nature of the material. 
The material palette used for the construction of porches during the late 19th century was 
primarily wood, but it is possible that some structures constructed during this period used 
Portland cement. The first documented “project to incorporate “plastic or artificial stone or 
the true English Portland Cement” was that to pave the sidewalks and streets of the impor-
tant southern town of Ponce in 1879.”26 At this time the Portland cement was only available 
 
24Rigau, Jorge. p.159.
25Rigau, Jorge. p.158.
26 Cueto, Beatriz del. Puerto Rican Construction Traditions. Print. p.1. Palma, Fernando, October 15, 1879, 
“Proyecto de Aceras y Calles dirijido al Ilustre Ayuntamiento de esta Ciudad [Ponce] por el Contratista Fernando 
Palma”. [Project for the Sidewalks and Streets directed to the Illustrious Municipal Government of this city 
[Ponce] by the Contractor Fernando Palma.] Archivo Histórico de Ponce [Ponce Historical Archives].  Trans-
lated from Spanish by the author.
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as an imported material.27 The economic status of homeowners would limit access, but the 
material was obtainable. Further research is needed to determine when cement and concrete 
was first used in Guayama. At present the time table for cementitious construction is unclear. 
The situation is further complicated by the tendency of homeowners to replace wooden 
porches early in the life span of the structure. Installing cement flooring on porches was one 
of the first improvements made to a wooden house.28 Today wooden porches are relatively 
extinct in Guayama.  
Hydraulic tiles known as losa criolla (creole tiles) are common decorative flooring for cement 
porches and house interiors. The designs are meant to imitate carpet with central patterns 
surrounded by a border (figure 3.7).29 The first tiles were imported from Spain in the 1890’s; 
only the wealthiest homeowners could afford the material. In 1911 local companies began 
manufacturing hydraulic tiles.30 Ponce Mosaic ran an ad in the newspapers in 1912 with the 
slogan “no more wood floors”.31  The tiles were customizable, relatively cheap, cool, durable, 
and highly colorful making them popular in Creole and vernacular houses. Hydraulic tile 
work remained fashionable until the 1960’s. 
 
 
 
27 Cueto, Beatriz del. Puerto Rican Construction Traditions. Print. p.1.  
28Hernández, Navarro Mario Arturo., and Morán Hernán S. Bustelo. Puerto Rico Tile Designs. Amsterdam: 
Pepin/Agile Rabbit Editions, 2010. Print. p.20.
29 Hernández, Navarro Mario Arturo., and Morán Hernán S. Bustelo. p.20.
30 Hernández, Navarro Mario Arturo., and Morán Hernán S. Bustelo. p.17-18.
31 Hernández, Navarro Mario Arturo., and Morán Hernán S. Bustelo p.18.
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3.2 Current Condition of Housing Stock
Wooden houses constructed in Puerto Rico prior to 1898 used native hardwood trees for all  
decorative and structural elements.32 Common species employed by builders included iron-
wood (ausubo), red-cotton silk, rainwood (carreto), lignumvitae (guayacan), yellow poui, 
Spanish elm, almond,  and mahogany.33 Ausubo was frequently used for structural members 
because of its resistance to rot and termites. The hardwood materials used in the construc-
tion of historic structures came from mature trees and were cut according to the lunar cycles; 
which contribute to their resilience.34 In the late nineteenth century Puerto Rico began im-
porting pine from the United States. The imported pine was susceptible to carpenter ants and 
termite infestation; making the structures constructed from these materials less durable than 
those built using native hardwood trees (figure 3.9).  Correlations can be made between the 
condition of Guayama’s wooden building stock and the materials source. Houses constructed 
prior to the importation of foreign wood are in better condition than those built with pine. 
It is not uncommon for houses built in the 1940s to have completely replaced much of their 
wooden siding and trim where as older more well maintained structures built as early as 1870 
still retain their original material (figure 3.8). 
This information is supported by the field observations performed by the author in Febru-
ary of 2011. Prior to visiting Guayama, 10 houses had been pre-selected for finish analysis 
to develop historic color palettes for the vernacular architecture of the city. Once on site it 
32 Berthelot, Jack, and Martine Gaumé. Kaz Antiyé: Jan Moun Ka Rété. Goyave] (Maison Berthelot, Blonzac, 
F97128): Ed. Perspectives Creoles, 2002. Print. p.34.
33 Jopling, Carol F. p.66  and Martinez, Augusto. p.17.
34 Martinez, Augusto.p.14.
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became apparent that many of the structures built between 1900- 1940 were missing original 
material that would have been sampled to determine the original paint schemes. Without 
original material to sample it is impossible to perform an accurate study. The author therefore 
chose to focus on structures constructed between 1870 and 1900 with limited alterations. 
The wooden structures sampled for this study were constructed by wealthier inhabitants of 
the city. Over time they have been well maintained, painted frequently, and constructed from 
resilient materials which were all contributing factors for their selection. 
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Figure 3.1: Photograph of Vernacular Creole house. Note diagonal herringbone siding. (author)
Figure 3.2: Photograph of zinc siding panels commonly used on the side elevations of Vernacular Creole 
houses. The stampled pattern seen here is unique. Most panels used in Guayama are flat. (author)
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of the exterior of typical 3-bay Vernacular Creole house. This house is located at 6 E. 
Cecelio Dominguez Street. (author)
Figure 3.4: Photograph ofthe interior of typical 3-bay Vernacular Creole house. This house is located at 6 E. 
Cecelio Dominguez Street. Note original decorative painting on the lower panels of the wall. (author)
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of the exterior of Vernacular Creole house. This house is located at 4 E. Cecelio 
Dominguez Street. (author)
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Figure 3.6: Photograph of the interior of Vernacular Creole house. This house is located at 4 E. Cecelio 
Dominguez Street. (author)
chapter 3
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Figure 3.7: Example of hydraulic tile pattern, similar to one found in Guayama. (Hernández, Navarro Mario 
Arturo., and Morán Hernán S. Bustelo, 2010)
chapter 3
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of paint detaching from wood paneling at 88 N. Santiago Palmer Street. (author)
Figure 3.9: Photograph of insect damage on a wood structural member; visible at far southern bay at the front 
elevation at 3 N. Ashford Street. (author) 
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4.0 Literature Review 
Color has been used throughout history as a means of architectural articulation. The addition 
of paints is a traditional method of protecting and decorating exterior facades. Historians and 
conservators have made an effort to understand the chronological history of exterior paint 
technology and decorative trends in cities and regions over time. Questions of representation 
in cities with dense urban historic fabric have been the driving force for color palette re-
search. This research has lead to the development of color plans- a visual method of defining 
variety in architectural color palette. Previous publications describing architectural painting 
and the chromatic appearance of cities have relied heavily on archival research. In the recent 
past the methodology of color research has evolved to include the scientific analysis of physi-
cal fabric.  This literary review will focus on recent color plan research and the methodologies 
employed to generate chronological decorative color palettes for a city or geographic region 
Jean Phillip and Dominique Lenclos were one of the first to systematically examine groups of 
domestic vernacular buildings in an effort to understand the “visual habitat” of a geographic 
region.1 In 1965 Jean Phillip Lenclos published Couleurs de la France, analyzing the colors 
of French Vernacular architecture.2 Lenclos’s analysis focused on creating a “chromatography 
journey” through the cities he studied. His most recent book, Colors of the World, employs 
a method he has coined “geography of color”. He uses a combination of sampling, color 
calibration with color guides, photography, water colors, and color synthesis charts to under-
1 Lenclos, Dominque and Jean-Phillip. Colors of the World: A Geography of Color. W.W. Nortan & Com-
pany, New York, 1999. Print. p.17.
2 Lenclos, Dominique and Jean-Phillip. p.18. Conflicting dates of publication were found for Couleurs de la 
France. The author stated that the research was completed in 1965.
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stand current color palette. Lenclos looks deeper, drawing from historic documentation to 
examine “the palettes of diverse habitats to reveal how geology, climate, light, socio-cultural 
behavior, the traditions of local residents, and construction techniques uniquely shape a land-
scape’s architectural personality and chromatic character.”3  The major contribution from the 
Lenclos’s work lies in his ability to produce results in a “synthetic and modular form” using 
habitat vignettes (figure 4.1).4 The graphic depictions of the examined structures were aligned 
adjacent to one another in a diagrammatic to visualize the chromatic field of a building set. 
“The palettes made from these groupings illustrate the dominant colors of each of these ele-
ments (architectural features) and allows for the establishment of a visual statistic of the most 
utilized colors on site.”5 The Lenclos’s work provides a methodology for precise color docu-
mentation but they do not employ methods of analyzing the color evolution of the buildings. 
Their work provides a detailed methodology for understanding current regional color identity 
Early methods of historic color research were heavily dependent upon archival sources Ar-
chival research provides a baseline for understanding the chromatic history of a city, but the 
buildings themselves are the primary resource. Scientific methods of examining paint color 
over time were first employed by museums for the research of objects.6 In the recent past this 
form of analysis has been adopted as a complement to historic architectural color research.
The early 1990’s, several color plan studies were conducted in historic cities around the  
 
3 Lenclos, Dominique and Jean-Phillip. Book abstract.
4 Lenclos, Dominique and Jean-Phillip. p.18.
5 Lenclos, Dominique and Jean-Phillip. p.69.
6 Derek, Michele, Luiz Souza, Tanya Kieslich, Henry Florsheim, and Dusan Stulik. “Embedding Paint Cross-
Section Samples in Polyester Resins: Problems and Solutions.” Journal of the American Institute for Conservation 
33.3 (1994): 227-45. p.228.
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world. Bente Lange authored two books: Colors of Rome and Colors of Copenhagen. Lange 
researched seeks to create a more comprehensive understanding of the city’s past and present. 
Her methodology combined the use of written documentation, color depictions and paint 
analysis research for a large set of buildings. The work she conducted in these two cities used 
paint cross sectional analysis as a confirmatory method to determine whether historic color 
depictions were accurate. Two representative paint samples from each structure were exam-
ined and compared to historic color depictions of the buildings. If the two samples aligned 
with the archival image, assumptions were made that the remaining architectural features 
were depicted accurately by the artist. The use of paint cross sectional analysis added an ad-
ditional layer of historical investigation. Previous methods of research were limited to original 
appearance (archival based information) and current color schemes. The addition of paint 
cross section analysis provided a stratigraphic depiction of color use over time.
In 1992 Frank Matero and Joel Snodgrass published a color study of New Orleans domestic 
architecture: Understanding Regional Painting Traditions: The New Orleans Exterior Finish-
es Study. Matero and Snodgrass were interested in determining a historically accurate painted 
finish palette for a historic urban center. The methodology presented in this article provides 
a comprehensive approach to color palette research, involving documentary source material, 
archaeological investigation, and a complete stratigraphic analysis of all primary architectural 
features on the building study set.7 Innovations in this research included: a systematic ap-
proach to the study of regional color palette by dividing houses according to typology and 
7 Matero, Frank, and Joel C. Snodgrass. “Understanding Regional Painting Traditions: The New Orleans Exte-
rior Finishes Study.” APT Bulletin 2nd ser. 24.1 (1992): 36-52. Print. p. 36-38.
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construction date in effort to better understand palettes over time. It was then determined 
whether variations can be seen in the diverse architectural fabric or if all styles employed the 
same decorative trends. A detailed historically derived color matrix was generated from sci-
entifically based examination of physical fabric. Further material research was also conducted 
on pigments.  Scientific pigment identification was undertaken in conjunction with color 
plan research. The authors used standard micro-chemical tests and normal and polarized 
microscopy for the pigment identification.8
In 2009, Richard Kjellstrom published his doctorial research: Exterior Colours at Rural Dwell-
ings in Southern Sweden during the 19th Century. The methodology employed for his analysis 
of timbered houses and parishes is similar to past color research. He coins the term the ‘trian-
gulated’ method which combines paint analysis, historic documentation, and scientific mate-
rial analysis as tools for determining the existence of “local colors and coloring”.9 Kjellstrom 
was the first color researcher to employ Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dis-
persive spectroscopy to characterize paint pigments on a regional scale. Kjellstrom includes 
representative photomicrographs of each building’s paint stratigraphies within the text. This 
is a rare practice but extremely useful in visualizing the evolution of color usage over time. 
Graphic representation of regional color palette is an important component of color research 
methodology. Determining the best means of disseminating the knowledge gained from the 
macro and micro investigation of paint samples must be translated into a form that the  
 
8 Matero, Frank, and Joel C. Snodgrass. p.41.
9 Kjellstrom, Richard. “Local Colouring and Regional Identity: Colours on Buildings Exterior.” AIC 2004 
Color and Paints, Interim Meeting of the International Color Association, Proceedings 1: 211-14. Web. p. 4.
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public can understand. Francisco Lavecchia’s Il Colore: Il Metodo, Le Tecniche, I Materiali and 
Marcella Moralacchi’s Roma, Il Colore Della Città: La Tutela Della Bellezza Dell’immagine Ur-
bana employ effective graphic techniques to visualize color changes to the built environment 
over time. Lavecchia utilizes a timeline based series of building elevations to visualize the 
chromatic changes. Lavecchia also introduces evolutionary mapping as a major visual com-
ponent. Each structure is color-coded on a map according to its most dominant color feature 
(figure 4.2). This graphic technique allows one to understand the relationship of the build-
ings to one another and to observe specific areas of the city that are changing in color.  This 
technique requires large study sets but lends itself to understanding not just relationships be-
tween typology and color, but also trends within geographic areas of the city. Moralacchi also 
uses mapping as a tool for visualizing building locations, but he does not integrate the results 
of his color research into the graphic depictions. As research moves away from paper docu-
mentation and into the digital age, a method of color translation from standard color systems 
such as Munsell to CMYK or RGB applications must be developed. Accurate graphic depic-
tions of color schemes rely completely on determining a direct translation between these two 
systems. To date, no research has been conducted to create a guideline for color plan research.
4.1 Regional Research: Color Research in the Caribbean
The architectural color research of building exteriors in the Caribbean has been limited. Kaz 
Antiyé: Jan Moun Ka Rété is the only known color chart to look at traditional architecture in 
the Caribbean region.10  The survey of color in Kaz Antiyéfocuses on the current color 
 
10 Cueto, Beatriz Del. “Guayama.” Message to the author. E-mail.
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palette of Martinique (figure 4.3). The methodology of the chart generation is unknown, but 
it appears to be based on observations of current architectural palette.11 The color chart is a 
useful comparison for other French colonies. Further analysis would need to be conducted to 
determine if the palette is comparable to Puerto Rico.
4.2 Local Color Research: Puerto Rico
Minimal research has been conducted to examine painted finishes in Puerto Rico. The 
architectural finishes from select, high profile public buildings are the only buildings to be 
examined with scientific methods of analysis. The architectural finishes at San Geronimo and 
Santa Elena Powder Magazines and the Rosario Chapel in the Iglesia San Jose were previously 
examined by University of Pennsylvania Historic Preservation graduate students.  The 2000 
publication  Il Colores de San Juan 151-1953: Investigacion Documental Sobre El Cromatismo 
De Los Edificos Publico y Civiles De le Cuidad de San Juan de Puerto Rico was the first publica-
tion to focus solely on historic color use in Puerto Rican Architecture. Hector Santiago Car-
zull divides the building typologies of San Juan according to time period, and with the use 
of archival research develops a chronological history of color and painting techniques in San 
Juan. Photographs of paint exposures are included in the text, but the role and methodol-
ogy of paint analysis is unclear. Carzull’s painted finish research is limited to civic and public 
buildings. The limited number of extant examples of particular architectural styles in  
San Juan makes it difficult to characterize overall trends and color palettes.12 
11 Berthelot, Jack, and Martine Gaumé. Kaz Antiyé: Jan Moun Ka Rété. Goyave] (Maison Berthelot, Blonzac, 
F97128): Éd. Perspectives Créoles, 2002. Print. p.112-113.
12 Carzull, Hector Santiago. Il Colores de San Juan 151-1953: Investigacion Documental Sobre El Cromatismo 
De Los Edificos Publico y Civiles De le Cuidad de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 2000. Translations from Spanish to 
English provided by Gladysa Vega.
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A chronological history of architectural finishes in domestic architecture exteriors has yet to 
be examined. The New Orleans exterior color survey may be a relevant comparative study for 
the houses constructed after trade relationships between the United States were established in 
1898. There is a long documented link between the architectural styles found in New Or-
leans and Puerto Rico. 13 
13 Fernandez, Jose Antonio. Architecture in Puerto Rico. New York: Architectural Book Pub., 1965. Print. p.10.
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Figure 4.1: Color Vignette of French vernacular architecture. Graphic by Jean Phillip Lenclos. (Lenclos, 
Dominque and Jean-Phillip, 2002) 
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Figure 4.2: Map depicting results of color research. Graphic by Jean Francesco Lavecchia. (Lavecchia, 1985) 
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Figure 4.3: Color chart of current color palette on the island of Martinique. (Berthelot, Jack, and Martine 
Gaumé, 2002) 
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5.0 Testing Methodology for Finishes Analysis
5.1 Paint Analysis Research
Paint Analysis is the investigation of “accumulated layers of paint and other decorative fin-
ishes to provide insight into a buildings decorative history, structural development, and social 
history.”14 The goal of the current paint investigation is to identify the original exterior color 
palettes from a group of representative vernacular creole houses in Guayama, Puerto Rico. 
To best document the finishes employed in Pan-Caribbean domestic architecture, combined 
research must be conducted to examine historic documentary sources as well as the physical 
fabric of the structures. The building is the primary resource for understanding the role of 
color in the expression of the architectural form. Paint analysis of cross sections has been con-
ducted to examine color usage over time. Historic documentation of domestic architecture 
in Guayama is limited to written records; very few photographs or graphic depictions exist of 
the residential streets. This research is therefore heavily concentrated on the physical evidence 
of the finishes: in-situ exposures, optical microscopy and instrumental analysis, interviews, 
and associated research.  
5.2 Previous Paint Studies in Guayama
In 2004/2005 the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania 
and the New School of Architecture at the Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico collaborat-
ed to examine the historic color palettes of the creole houses of Guayama.  Six houses located 
on North Santiago Palmer Street were studied to determine their original color schemes.  
14 Hughes, Helen. Layers of Understanding: Setting Standards for Architectural Paint Research. Dorset: Donhead, 
2002. Print. p.47.
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Their research, Colors Studies of the Architecture of Guayama, documented each house through 
measured drawings. Paint samples from each exterior were also extracted and examined in 
thick section under reflected light microscopy.15 The methodology used for this study was 
sound, but findings were largely inconclusive. 
This thesis was initially intended to revisit the structures used in the original study by con-
firming the previous findings and further examining the structures’ physical evidence. In 
February of 2011 a site visit was made to Guayama with the intention of re-sampling the 
houses from the initial study, and expanding the study parameters to include houses of simi-
lar building typology from an earlier time period. Once on site it was determined that the 
paint stratigraphy and material integrity of the additional earlier houses were more complete.  
The focus of this finishes research shifted to include five new houses constructed from 1870-
1900.  The six original houses were re-sampled but are not included as part of this thesis. 
Maps outlining all structures sampled during the site visit are included in Appendix B. A 
master sample list of all samples extracted during the site visit can be found in Appendix E.
5.3 Site Selection
The architectural finish research focused on the wooden vernacular creole houses that domi-
nate the town’s historic zone.  Houses were chosen based on material authenticity (i.e., 
original fabric), condition of architectural finishes, and intact paint stratigraphy. In order to 
establish clear relationships between color palettes and chronology, all houses were required 
to have historic documentation denoting their original construction date.  Inventory sheets 
15 Color Studies of the Architecture of Guayama. Rep. San Juan: New School of Architecture Polytechnic Univer-
sity of Puerto Rico, 2004-2005. p.21-96.
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provided by Guayama’s Downtown Historic Office were the major reference source for defin-
ing the chronological history of the structures.
The study scope initially included structures referenced in Colors Studies of the Architecture of 
Guayama (2005) as well as other relevant and historic structures located within the Guayama 
Historic Zone. Prior to arriving on site a preliminary list of representative residential houses 
was selected in collaboration with the Municipality of Guayama and local architects Diana 
Luna and Beatriz del Cueto. Preliminary selections located examples of three structures from 
three defined time periods. Original time frames were: 1870-1890, 1891-1910, and 1911-
1940. The following houses were identified for preliminary analysis:
(1870-1890)
1. 4 E. Cecelio Dominguez:  ~1860-1890
2. 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez:  1882
3. 48 N. Santiago Palmer: ~1890
 (1890-1910)
4. 3 N. Ashford: ~1900 16
5. 47 N. Santiago Palmer: 1890-1910
6. 88 N. Santiago Palmer: ~ 1900 
7. 102 N. Santiago Palmer: ~1900
8. 103 N. Santiago Palmer: 1900
9. 104 N. Santiago Palmer: ~1910 17
10. 106 N. Santiago Palmer: ~1910 
16 “Guayama Architecture: Preservation and Historic Zone with Diana Luna.” Personal Interview. 02 Feb. 
2011. In discussions with Diana Luna; the original author of the historic zone inventory; discrepancies arose be-
tween the construction dates recorded in the Historic Zone Inventory. Construction dates of the structures were 
altered to reflect these inaccuracies. According to her historic investigations Ashford Street was not developed 
until closer to the 20th century. The 1872 date of construction was therefore inaccurate. 
17 “Guayama Architecture: Preservation and Historic Zone with Diana Luna.” Dates presented in Historic 
Zone Documentation were not accurate (1940); the “correct” date is reflected in the dates listed in the method-
ology.
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(1910-1940)
11. 108 N. Santiago Palmer: ~ 1940
After completing the preliminary list of sample locations, Diana Luna and the Municipality 
of Guayama contacted homeowners and facilitated access to the structures. Due to the nature 
of this study and the brevity of the site visit, not all structures within the pre-approved group 
were sampled. Instead, each structure was evaluated on site for material integrity. The houses 
appearing to be of predominantly original fabric were further evaluated. Paint exposures were 
used to determine the extent of remaining finish layers.  Structures with intact paint stratig-
raphies were sampled. Prior to visiting the site the intention had been to sample structures 
from 1870 to the mid 1900’s, but after further analysis in the field it was determined that 
there was more material integrity and paint evidence in the earlier structures. The focus then 
shifted to wooden residential buildings constructed from 1870-1900.  Representative struc-
tures of both high and low style were sampled. The following houses located in the Munici-
pality of Guayama were examined:
(1870-1900)
1. 48 N. Santiago Palmer: ~1890
2. 4 E. Cecelio Dominguez: ~1860-1890
3. 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez: 1882
4. 43 S. Ashford: 1871
5. 3 N. Ashford: ~1900
5.4 Building Information Database
Prior to arriving in Guayama for paint sampling, a building information database was cre-
ated. This database recorded all site, historic and descriptive data associated with the pre-
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liminary set of structures selected for finish evaluation. These data sheets were later used for 
recording all samples collected on site.  Structural alterations and existing conditions were 
noted in-situ and incorporated into the database. 
5.5 Sample Numbering
A uniform numbering system was developed to manage the large number of paint samples 
from multiple locations. This numbering system ensured that each sample taken from a 
building could be easily identified. The naming system consisted of one letter and two num-
bers. The combination of the three characters identifies the house location, sample type, and 
sample number.  
Samples were recorded as follows:
House # :Feature: Sample #
101 : A : #
Examples of sample recording: 
    A. Body/Walls
    B. Building Base
    C. Columns
    D. Porch Railing
    E. Porch Handrail
    F. Door
    G. Door Frame
    H. Cornice/Soffit
    I. Window Frame
    J. Window Sills
    K. Window Louvers/Shutters
    L. Ceiling 
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Detailed photographs were taken for all sample extraction locations. These photographs were 
then used to generate graphic elevations identifying each sample location. Additionally, each 
sample was recorded in-situ on sample recording sheets that included sketches of the extrac-
tion site. Multiple methods of recording sample locations limited inaccuracies.
5.6 Methods of Paint Investigation
In situ paint exposures and extraction were employed to investigate exterior architectural 
finishes. Both methods of analysis are semi-destructive. Paint exposures provide information 
on the paint history of a structure, but the results can only be recorded through low magni-
fication, photographs and written descriptions. Paint samples extracted for cross-sectional 
analyses are permanent records; available for future study.18  The two methods of paint analy-
sis have a symbiotic relationship, when combined it improves the accuracy of a study. 
The dual investigative approach is also useful for color matching architectural finishes. It is 
not uncommon for paint to become discolored over time; therefore paint matching should 
never be done based on layers revealed through scraping only. When mechanically removing 
paint layers, some layers of paint can easily be missed. The combination of visual observation 
and instrumental analysis increases accurate reading of the sample. Individually, both meth-
ods can lead to inaccurate interpretation of the paint stratigraphy.
5.6.1 Paint Exposures
The accuracy of an architectural finishes analysis is dependent on choosing intact houses with 
full stratigraphies. Paint exposures proved instrumental in determining the best candi-
 
18 Hughes, Helen. p.202
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dates for site sampling. Exposures were used as an intermediate step. They enabled on-site 
finish evaluation and reduced unnecessary sample processing. Preliminary exposures were 
performed in-situ on selected architectural elements to determine the presence of full paint 
stratigraphy. Using No.3 scalpel blades, paint layers were carefully removed layer-by-layer. 
Houses appearing to have intact paint stratigraphies were further sampled. 
Additional exposures were made in instances of brittle paint, to ensure that samples with 
broken paint-to-substrate bonds contained all extant paint layers (figure 5.4). This method 
also proved helpful in understanding variation in samples. Several instances of scraped paint 
were found; where only residual paint layers remained. Crevices of door panels and concrete 
bases were common locations for inconsistent paint stratigraphy. These elements had variable 
surface topography, making complete paint removal difficult. 
5.6.2 Sample Extraction for Cross-Sectional Analysis
Prior to sample removal, extraction sites were labeled with colored 3m dots indicating the 
house address (figure 5.1).   Focusing on the porches (balconies) of each house, samples were 
extracted from wooden architectural elements (i.e. walls, bases, railings, columns, doors, win-
dows, trim, and ceilings) (figures 5.2 and 5.3). When possible, samples were taken in areas 
protected from weather and human contact. Most of the houses examined for this study were 
privately owned; efforts were made to sample in a manner that did not affect the aesthetics of 
the wall. In some cases, however, it was necessary to take samples from highly visible loca-
tions.
 In all instances care was given to include a portion of the substrate to orient the sample 
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during microscopic examination and ensure that all finish campaigns are present. Extracting 
intact samples from structures constructed of hardwood proved challenging. The density of 
the hardwood found at some sites in Guayama prevented the removal of paint samples with 
attached substrate.  Other challenges of sample extraction included, chalking, broken bonds 
between paint layers, paint flaking, and incompatibility (latex paint on top of historic oil-
based paints).
Typical samples measured 1 cm x 1cm square. The actual size of the sample depended on the 
condition of the surface. In instances where the paint layers were brittle, unstable, or bro-
ken, it was necessary to take several samples of the same element to ensure the removal of an 
intact cross section. Because a second site visit was not possible, a minimum of three samples 
were taken from each architectural element. 
In each case paint samples were removed by first cutting parallel lines down to the substrate 
and then cross cutting. Once the perimeter cut was free from the surrounding field the scal-
pel was inserted underneath the bottom cut and thrust upward to free the sample from the 
element. The process of precutting the four sides of the sample reduced separation between 
finish and substrate. Loose samples were placed in manila envelopes with written descriptions 
of extraction location. Separated samples were first wrapped in blue painter’s tape to prevent 
further fractures. 
5.7 Drawings
Photographs taken during the site visit to Guayama were ortho-rectified using Perspective 
Rectifier® to produce scaled photographs of the sample sites. Ortho-rectified images were 
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then used as references to produce AutoCAD drawings for each of the structures sampled 
for the color plan study. These AutoCAD drawings served as the foundation for sample keys, 
extent building material diagrams, and for the hypothetical recreations of original paint 
schemes. Sample locations were recorded and mapped onto elevations to serve as references 
for analysis and possible future examination. Mapping sample locations on the elevation of 
each building served as a tool for understanding trends and variation in the structures paint 
stratigraphy when comparing cross-sections to one another. In addition, sample keys enabled 
quicker analysis of paint stratigraphy from element to element and across multiple buildings. 
5.8 Instrumental Analysis: Finishes
5.8.1 Optical Light Microscopy
Optical microscopy of paint cross sections is a common method for finishes analysis, allow-
ing one to observe opaque thick sections under reflective light. The method of thick section-
ing positions the sample in a preferred orientation that reveals the strata of paint layers in 
chronological order.  This form of analysis is advantageous because a great deal of informa-
tion can be learned from a very small amount of material.19 Examination of a cross-section 
can reveal texture and color, thickness, sequence, variation of layers, and pigment size and 
dispersion within a binder. Distinctions between primer and finish coats can also be deter-
mined. This method of examination should always be used in conjunction with field observa-
tions. Optical microscopy does not replace surface examination conducted by the examiner 
on site.  It serves as a means of corroborating what has been found by optical means, while  
providing a magnified level of detail.
19 Plesters, Joyce. P. 111-112
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5.8.2    Sample Preparation: Embedding Paint Cross Sections for Microscopic Analysis 
All samples extracted from the field were transported to the Architectural Conservation 
Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania and prepared for microscopic analysis. Samples 
were preliminarily examined using a stereo-binocular microscope to select best candidates for 
cross-section analysis. Multiple samples were taken from representative architectural elements 
on the elevations during field sampling. Casting priority was given to intact samples with 
attached substrate. Of the 500 samples extracted in the field, 200 were processed into thick 
sections and analyzed (figure 5.5). 
Selected paint samples were cast into small mini-ice cube trays using Bioplast® polyester 
monomer resin and methylethylketone (MEK) peroxide catalyst (figure 5.6). Bioplast® was 
the preferred mounding medium due to its transparency and stability. In addition the resin 
was relatively soft, making it compatible with the variable hardness of the paint samples. 
Prior to casting, tray cells were coated with Bueler mold release agent and allowed to dry for 
one hour under a 60 watt incandescent light. Coating cells before use reduces the probability 
of sample adhesion to the sample mold. 
Samples were cast in two pours to prevent buoyant materials, such as the wood substrate, 
from floating to the surface. The first pour acts as a support layer for the sample. Once placed 
into the cells, the mounting medium was allowed to cure for 12-18 hours. Paint sections 
were then centered in each cell cube and covered with resin (figure 5.7). Small labels were 
cast in each sample. All sample labels were printed using toner based printers to prevent 
labels from bleeding into the casting medium (figure 5.8). Samples were allowed to cure for 7 
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days under a 60 watt incandescent light. Cure time varies greatly based on the temperature of 
the environment during sample set. Colder temperatures require longer cure. The amount of 
catalyst used in the Bioplast will also speed up or slow down cure. 
Some of the structures sampled for this study were constructed of slow-growth hardwood 
trees. At times the density of the hardwood made it impossible to extract paint samples with 
attached substrate. As a result paint substrates had to be re-attached during the embedding 
process. Unattached buoyant substrates, such as wood, commonly float to the surface of the 
cube. In an effort to bind the paint layers and substrate together, small ribbons of Bioplast 
were drawn across unattached samples, creating a cocoon from the pre-set support layer. This 
extra layer of support greatly reduced the number of wood substrates floating to the surface 
of the Bioplast®. This system of binding was not visible after final set. 
Once fully cured, samples were removed from the tray and sanded with 240 grit sandpaper 
to remove the meniscus. Sanding regularized the shape of the embedded sample cubes for 
sectioning. A Bueler Isomet)® slow saw was used to cut the samples. Each sample cube was 
cut a minimum of two times to remove a representative cross section. Standard cross sections 
are between 1/16 – 1/8”. Polishing was necessary to increase the clarity of the embedded 
paint layers and reduce saw marks from the sectioning process. The first polishing step was 
executed by hand using water and 0.3 μm gamma agglomerate alumina powder on a micro-
cloth pad mounted on glass. Each face of the sample was polished for 1-2 minutes. Finish 
polishing was completed on an Ecomet machine using 0.05 gamma agglomerate alumina 
powder and water.  Samples were then rinsed with deionized water and observed under the 
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stereomicroscope for residual scratches. Finish polishing was repeated until a shiny-mirror 
finish was achieved on both faces of the sample. 
Polished samples were cleaned with Stoddard solvent and allowed to dry. Dry samples were 
placed on labeled glass slides using Cargille Meltmount. Prepared samples were then viewed 
on a Nikon AlphaPHOT-2 VS2 microscope using a quartz halogen reflective light, a daylight 
filter, and a pseudo-dark light illuminator. Day light filters, also known as neutral density 
filters, reduce transmitted light intensity evenly across a portion of the wavelength spectrum, 
neutralizing the blue effect caused by the halogen based illumination. 20 Photomicrographs of 
each sample were taken with a Nikon DS-Fi1 camera. Photomicrographs of the most repre-
sentative samples are included in Appendix F.
5.8.3 Analysis and Observations
Paint cross sections were examined to identify a chronological history of the individual sam-
ples. In cases of multi-coat paint campaigns, primers and finish coats were identified wher-
ever possible, usually through the presence of intra-layer dirt and fracturing. Original paint 
campaigns were established for each sample and color matched under a stereoscope at 11.5x 
using the Munsell Color Standard. The white paints varied more in chroma than the Mun-
sell gradations could pick up, making it challenging to find an exact color match. Results of 
paint cross sectional analysis for the houses sampled in Guayama are described in Chapter 6: 
Observations and Interpretation of Paint Stratigraphy by Site Location. 
20 http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/photomicrography/colorfilters.html. March 25, 2011.
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5.8.4 Fluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy is a method for studying any material which displays the phenom-
enon of auto-fluorescence in natural form or when treated with chemicals capable of fluoresc-
ing.21  Mounted paint cross sections can be observed under primary fluorescence without ad-
ditional preparation. For the purposes of this investigation, primary fluorescence microscopy 
was used to improve the definition of paint stratigraphies in cross section; making separations 
between layers and schemes were more easily discernible.  Paint cross sections were observed 
under primary fluorescence (auto-fluorescence) with a BV-1A filter block. The exciting light 
was purple (430-440 nm) and the emitting light was yellow/green (470 nm). This method of 
examination was especially helpful for samples containing many layers of white paint. 
21 The University of Pennsylvania, Graduate Program in Historic Preservation. Nikon Microscope and Fluores-
cence Microscopy Manual. 2011. Philadelphia. p.7-9.
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of sample extraction from a column capital at 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street. (author) 
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Figure 5.2: Photograph of sample extraction from a column capital at 43 S. Ashford Street. Ladders were used 
to access architectural features not accessible from the ground. (author) 
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of sample extraction from a door using a curved exacto blade at  3 S. Ashfrod Street. 
(author) 
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Figure 5.4: Photograph of sample exposure adjacent to a door at 4 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street. Some early 
layers of paint were brittle, small exposures were made to ensure that all layers were included in the extracted 
sample. (author) 
chapter 5
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Figure 5.5: Photographs of cross-section paint sample preparation. The steps include: 1) selection of sample 
from multiple samples extracted from a single architectural feature 2) sample casting in small ice cubes using 
Bioplast resin 3) drying samples using 60w bulb 4) sanding meniscus off of dried sample 5) dividing cubes to 
reveal cross-section of paint sample using an Isomet slow saw 6) all cut samples organized by house for polish-
ing 7) polishing samples on Ikomet using .005 8) paint cross sections mounted onto glass slides with Cargille 
meltmount. (author)
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Figure 5.6: Close up photograph of paint samples cast in Biolplast resin. (author)
Figure 5.7: Photograph of paint sample cubes following removal from the mini ice cube trays. Note sample 
labeling is embedded into the sample. (author) 
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Figure 5.8: Diagram of casted paint sample denoting pour layers and embedded label. (diagram courtesy of 
Vicky Pingarron Alvarez)
chapter 5
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6.0 Observations and Interpretation of Paint Stratigraphy by Site Location
The following chapter will discuss the results of the paint analysis research for the five creole 
houses sampled in Guayama. Paint stratigraphies from representative samples for each house 
can be found in Appendix F.  The pigments and paint medium were not analyzed as part of 
this thesis research. Historic texts have been used to describe common paint materials and 
specialty finishes of the time period.
6.1 43 S. Ashford Street
The exterior appearance of 43 Ashford Street is simple in ornament. The flush siding boards 
and board and batten shutters are unusual features not commonly found in Guayama, espe-
cially in a house larger than three bays.  Unlike most structures of the time period, 43 Ash-
ford still retains the original wooden columns, balusters, and handrails. 
The cross section paint evidence found on the exterior façade of 43 Ashford Street suggests 
that the wood siding was originally primed and finished with an off-white sanded paint. 
Clear crystalline grains can be seen in the finish layer of the first paint campaign. The flush 
configuration of the wall’s siding boards and the presence of sand grains in the paint indicate 
that the wall was originally intended to imitate masonry. It is very possible the overall wall 
was penciled to suggest stone blocks however this detail was not investigated. Wall base-
boards were painted several shades darker than the wall and also contain clear angular grains. 
Historic documentation indicates that imitation stone finishes were brought from Spain to 
San Juan in the 1860’s.22
22 Carzull, Hector Santiago. Il Colores de San Juan 151-1953: Investigacion Documental Sobre El Cromatismo De 
Los Edificos Publico y Civiles De le Cuidad de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 2000. Print. 
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The cornice and trim boards on the elevation were originally tints of white. Early white paint 
layers have blue pigment agglomerates. Blue pigments rather than lampblack were commonly 
used to subdue the harsh contrast of pure white colors. Doors and window frames appear to 
have been originally off-white. The cross section paint evidence indicates that the door and 
window shutters were originally painted different colors. The door shutters were painted a 
pink cream and the window shutters white. The second campaigns in both samples are yel-
low cream. The remainder of the paint stratigraphies is similar; indicating that for most of its 
finish history the house exterior retained the same color scheme. The shutters have over 30 
layers of visible paint.
The first campaign of paint found on the concrete base is blue grey. Both the frame and pan-
els are the same color. The color scheme of this element deviates from the monochromatic 
color schemes found on other structures in Guayama. This may be an indication that the 
porch was initially wood and then later modified to concrete.
The paint sample extracted from the column capital has 46 distinguishable layers. For almost 
all of their history the columns were painted tints of white. The initial decorative scheme for 
the columns was white with white handrails and pink cream balusters. The baluster color 
matches the original finish of the doors. 
Early decorative schemes for this house were polychromatic. The middle paint history is 
relatively monochromatic, with most of the façade and balcony elements painted in white, 
off-white, and pale blues and yellows. There are between 9-36 paint campaigns found in the 
samples extracted from the house. Original paint campaigns were commonly 2-3 coats. The 
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columns and shutters appear to have been the focus of repainting.  The remaining elements 
had an average of 14 decorative campaigns.
6.2 3 N. Ashford Street
The exterior decoration of 3 N. Ashford Street is highly ornate. Elaborate woodwork adorns 
the cornice, pediment, and ceiling.  All woodwork is carefully crafted and includes many 
unique decorative trim patterns and designs. The cast iron columns, brackets and balustrade 
segments are original to the structure. Few structures in Guayama retain original cast iron.
The cross section paint evidence found on the exterior façade of 43 Ashford Street suggests 
that the wood siding was originally painted blue grey. Samples taken from various trim and 
door enframents reveal several campaigns of a pale off-white finish. 
Green paint was used as a decorative accent color. The baseboards, doors, and ironwork all 
incorporate green paint in the first generation paint schemes. The stratigraphy of the base-
boards indicates that green paint was used throughout the history of the building.  The 
baseboards were painted more infrequently than many of the other original elements but the 
color schemes appear to correspond with trends observed in the stratigraphy of the columns 
and decorative panel trim. Thirteen paint campaigns can be observed in the cross section. 
The door stiles, panels, and jalousies all show off-white original paint. Evidence of residual 
green paint was found on the upper and lower panels of the doors. The paint appears to have 
originally framed the raised panels. Exposures were performed on two sets of doors to con-
firm the presence of the green decorative detailing. The green accent layer was too disturbed 
to sample.
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Paint evidence indicates that the first paint campaign for the building base was light blue 
grey. The finish matches the first generation wall color. The grey blues are similar in hue, 
but vary slightly in value.  The samples extracted from the base of the structure have the 
least number of paint layers. Eleven paint campaigns can be seen in the sample. The first 
and second campaigns of the base are blue grey, but the color palette quickly shifts to green 
for the remainder of the paint stratigraphy. Unlike other structures in Guayama, 3 Ashford 
Street’s porch is elevated less than 1ft from the ground. Residential buildings from this period 
were typically elevated much higher above the ground and would most likely have had wood 
porches initially. The shallow elevation of the porch would indicate that the concrete base 
may be original to the structure. The parallel first campaign paint schemes of the wall and 
base provide further evidence to this claim. 
The columns and balusters are highly ornate cast iron. Both elements appear to be original 
to the structure. The columns have decorative brackets, flower joints, and a fluted base. The 
cross-section paint evidence suggests that the brackets and top flower joint were originally 
painted with an imitation patinated bronze finish. The four-coat finish consisted of an 
orange-gold primer, two coats of green paint, and a resinous golden flake finish. The res-
inous layer appears to contain thin plate-like lamilers that are copper in color. In the late 
19c ‘bronze powders’ were made by beating thin sheet metal into flakes by hand. The term 
‘bronze powders’ can refer to either copper alloy or aluminum flake.23 Based on microscopic 
examination the flakes present in the column sample appear to be copper alloy, but further 
23 Mattiello, Joseph J. Protective and Decorative Coatings; Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers, and Inks. New York: J. 
Wiley & Sons, 1941. Print. p.55.
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testing would need to be performed to confirm the material composition. The body and base 
of the columns have a four-coat finish: brown orange primer, followed by two grey layers, 
and a green finish layer. No evidence of copper colored lamilers could be seen in the three 
samples extracted from the body and base of the column. The railings and cast iron balus-
trade show first generation silver colored metallic flake finishes. Varnishes were the preferred 
vehicle for metal flake finishes.24  Transparent gold-colored varnish can be seen in both the 
railing and column samples. Following the first generation paint campaign the handrail is 
painted shades of white and off-white to match the trimwork of the façade. Mid-stratigraphy 
the baluster segments and columns are both painted with what appears to be aluminum 
flake. 
The woodwork was painted almost completely monochromatic throughout the structures 
history. The trim boards have remained white, off-white, or lighter shades of cream. The walls 
reveal clear shifts in color trends. The first several generations of paints were values of grey 
blue, the color palette then changes to pink-creams and pink-greys. In the most recent past 
the house was painted shades of yellow and tan. First generation paints were mostly 3-coat 
oil-based finishes, except for the decorative finishes on the columns which were 4-coat. Aver-
ages of 20 paint campaigns were found on original elements. 
Note:  Evidence of reused material was found behind the siding boards. Reclaimed tromp 
l’oeil panels were discovered above the door at the far bay on the south side of the façade 
(figure 6.1)
24 Mattiello, Joseph J. p. 562.
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6.3 48 N. Santiago Palmer Street
48 N. Santiago Palmer Street is located on a corner lot. Unlike other houses of similar site 
configuration, both the front and side elevation have door openings. The side elevation has a 
series of four doors bounded by iron balconies. The doors do not access the street. Original 
decorative woodwork is still present on the cornice, ceiling, doors, pediments, and walls.
The cross section paint evidence found on the exterior façade suggests that the wood siding 
was originally painted pink tan. Samples extracted from a side elevation have several layers 
of blue grey paint before aligning with the tan pink stratigraphy found on the front facade. 
Variations in the two elevations may be an indication that the front façade siding was altered 
early in its history. The herringbone siding was a possible later upgrade. The wood siding 
found on the front facades did not wrap all elevations. The side elevation is covered in ‘zinc’ 
flat panels, which is typical of vernacular houses from the period. A heavily pigmented yellow 
green primer was also found below the first blue grey paint layer. Historically high chroma 
paints have been used for priming metals to ensure that all surfaces of the potentially corro-
sive material are protected. The metal panels used at 48 Palmer Street were not examined for 
material composition. 
Paint evidence found on the doors provides further evidence of alterations to the structure. 
Representative samples from of doors located on both the side and front elevation were ex-
amined. The sample stratigraphy indicates the side doors were originally finished with either 
a red or green paint. The well-bonded paint layers make it difficult to distinguish the first 
generation of paint. Brush marks and are visible on the green layer. There is no a break or dirt 
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layer evident between the red and green paint layers. The pigment particles found within the 
green paint are coarse and crystalline; which is characteristic of verdigris pigments. Further 
material testing would be required to characterize the pigment. Similar colored green paints 
were found in New Orleans from the same period.25 
Paint samples extracted from two doors on the front elevation were originally grained. The 
paint stratigraphies from the side elevation show graining in later stratigraphy. The doors 
from the front and side elevation appear to align after the appearance of the graining on the 
side elevation samples.  One sample extracted from the front façade revealed residual paint 
layers similar to those found on the side façade. Graining can also be seen mid-stratigraphy 
in the samples from the handrail.
The graining found on the doors and handrails used a 4-coat system to create the illusion of 
real wood. The first layer known as the ground color was rust red.  Brown and brown yellow 
paints were used for the second and third coats. The final layer is a semi-transparent golden 
brown. Traditionally waxes and glazes were used as top coats.  The exact material composition 
of the pigments was not tested, but historical texts of the period indicated that yellow ochre, 
Venetian Red, burnt umber, burnt sienna, and Vandyke brown were all commonly used for 
graining.26  The combination of paint layers is similar to mahogany or possibly oak graining. 
The exact recipes for the ground and graining color vary drastically, “each painter  
 
25 Matero, Frank, and Joel C. Snodgrass. “Understanding Regional Painting Traditions: The New Orleans Exte-
rior Finishes Study.” APT Bulletin 2nd ser. 24.1 (1992): 36-52. Print. p. 45.
26 Van Der Burg, A. R. & P. School of Painting for the Imitation of Woods and Marbles. London: Crosby Lock-
wood & Son, 1923. , and Wall, William E. Practical Graining, with Description of Colors Employed and Tools 
Used ... House Painting and Decorating Pub., 1890. Print. p.7-8. References for graining colors was found in 
multiple texts. Those included here refer to texts from the same time period the house construction.
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has their own way of preparing and mixing paints.  Such being the case it is impossible to lay 
down any cast iron rule for the materials to be used in the representation of any wood or for 
the proper way to imitate wood.”27
Evidence suggests that the door frames, cornice, and trim were painted off-white. The color 
of these elements remains similar throughout the history of the house. Slight variations can 
be seen in the color values. 
The base of the building has only 3 layers of visible paint. This may be an indication that 
the concrete porch is not original to the structure. Green paint is present in the early paint 
stratigraphies of the balusters, base, and baseboard. The baseboard remains consistently 
green. Mid-stratigraphy the balusters shift to an aluminum flake finish. The galvanized pipe 
columns are not original to the house. 
An average of 12 paint campaigns were found from samples extracted from the house. Some 
original elements appear to have been stripped or altered.  The samples that were confirmed 
original with full stratigraphy have a higher average of 14. Original paint campaigns were 
typically 3-coats. Some 2-coat and 4-coat paint finishes were also used.
6.4 4 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street
The façade of 4 E. Cecelio Dominquez is composed of 5-bays. The central door with side-
lights is flanked by two sets of doors. The five bay facade appears to have all of its original 
architectural features including the herringbone siding, doors, and decorative trim. The 
columns, railings, and balusters have all been replaced with concrete.
27 Wall, William E. Practical Graining, with Description of Colors Employed and Tools Used ... House Painting 
and Decorating Pub., 1890. Print. p.9.
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The cross section paint evidence suggests that the first generation color palette for the struc-
ture was various shades of grey and grey blues with off white trim. The walls of the structure 
were initially a medium grey, with a slight tint of blue. The baseboards are similar in color 
but vary in value. The trim and door frames of the house were initially painted off-white. 
Blue inclusions are present in all early white and off-white finish stratigraphy. 
The concrete building base is composed of a frame and recessed panels. Sample evidence 
indicates that the outer frame was originally painted blue grey. The first paint campaign for 
the inner panel was a lighter value of the outer frame color. The paints stratigraphies of the 
baseboard and base frame have very similar shifts in decorative expression. The walls and base 
panels also have parallel shifts in color. 
The first paint campaign for the doors indicates the presence of graining. Samples were ex-
tracted from the door stiles, panels, and jalousies, all samples were originally finished with the 
same graining technique.  To create a grained finish multiple layers of paint are overlaid and 
worked with graining tools to simulate the figures and colors found in wood. Slow drying 
oils and distempers are typically used.28  The paint colors used to create the faux grain fin-
ish are similar to those found in period texts. The ordering of the paint layers deviates from 
recorded systems, therefore the type of wood grain is unknown. 
Paint evidence indicates that the decorative palette of the building shifted over time. Early 
schemes for the house were blues and greys with white trim. The baseboard and building base 
color palette shift to shades of red and orange in mid-stratigraphy. Later paint stratigraphies 
 
28 Audel, Theo. Painting and Decorating Craftsman’s Manual and Text Book. Theo. Audel &, 1949. Print. p. 402.
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 of the element are lighter in color (pastels). The doors have first and second generation 
graining, but then move to a cream and pink palette.  Later paint evidence indicates that the 
walls were lighter in color, mostly tans and crèmes. The trimwork remained shades of white. 
An average of 26 paint campaigns was found on the original elements. An average of 17 
paint campaigns was found on replacement and altered material. Original paint campaigns 
were typically 3-coats. The current columns, railings, and balusters are not original to the 
structure. 
6.5 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street
The exterior appearance of 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez is much simpler than other structures 
located on its block. The three-bay structure has few elements of decorative woodwork. Or-
namentation is limited to the pierced wood transoms above each of the doors. 
The cross section paint evidence found on the exterior façade suggests that the first and 
second paint campaigns for the wall were light green. Shades of cream were used to highlight 
elements of the façade. The baseboards, crown trim, decorative transom, and pediment above 
the doors were originally painted tan/creams. The door frames and ceiling trim were origi-
nally painted off-white. The doors on this structure have been replaced. 
Of the three cross sections examined from the base of the building only one has a complete 
stratigraphy. Paint evidence indicates that the base panels were initially painted blue grey. 
The dividers below each column currently have a frosted, texturized concrete finish. Samples 
extracted from this area have less paint layers than the panels. Later campaigns from both the 
panels and dividers align, signifying the finish is not original to the house. 
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The columns, railings, and balusters are not original to the structure. Paint stratigraphies 
found on these elements are similar to those found on the textured segments of the base 
below each column (figure 6.2). This may indicate that the alterations were made at the same 
time. The cornice of this house has been completely replaced. No decorative history is avail-
able for this element. 
Very clear decorative trends can be seen in the paint stratigraphy at 4 Cecelio Dominguez. 
Early schemes were warm pale tints. Mid-stratigraphy a shift occurs and the paint palette 
becomes much darker. The walls, base, and columns were all values of high chroma green. 
The most recent paint campaigns are shades of yellows and shades of cream/off-white. The 
green decorative color scheme was in place in the 1970’s, when the current owner purchased 
the house. An average of 19 paint campaigns was found on the original elements. An average 
of 10 paint campaigns was found on replacement and altered material. Original paint cam-
paigns were typically 2-3-coats 
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Figure 6.1: Reclaimed tromp l’oeil panels were discovered above the door at the far bay on the south side of the 
façade at 3 S. Ashford Street. (author)
Figure 6.2: Photograph of altered building base at 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street. (author) 
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7.0 Conclusions: Comparative Analysis and Exterior Decorative Trends in Guaya-
ma’s Vernacular Creole Houses (1870-1900)
Following the analysis of the individual paint stratigraphies, a comparative analysis of the 
surface finishes across all the houses was completed. Decorative trends and color variations 
in material and features were identified. Digital reconstructions of the original color palettes 
were generated using AutoCAD line drawings and Adobe Illustrator. Hypothetical color 
schemes for each house are referenced in Appendix G.  A Color plan matrix synthesizing the 
color palette of all houses is in Appendix G. 
7.1 Trends in Original Exterior Color 
The architectural paint research conducted for this thesis identified the original colors used 
on a small yet architecturally representative sampling of late 19th century domestic wooden 
architecture in Guayama. The complex stratigraphies indicate that most of the elements 
sampled were original. Each of the houses yielded unique decorative schemes that shared 
common traditions. When combined as a group, repetitive colors and schemes can be seen 
across the sample sets and across architectural features. Together they provide a visual depic-
tion of Guayama’s historic streetscape during the late 19th century. 
Though the house sampling was limited, it appears that the traditional color schemes of ver-
nacular creole houses varied in complexity according to the scale and ornament of the house. 
Those houses with ornate woodwork relied less on color as a form of decorative expression, 
these houses appear to conform to a standard “model”.  All sampled houses appear to have 
been painted in poly-chromatic color schemes. The most common configuration was a com-
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bination of grey blue walls, off white trim, and a darker grey blue base. Three of the houses 
employed this decorative scheme: 3 S. Ashford Street, 48 S. Palmer Street, and 4 E. Cecelio 
Dominguez Street. The imitation masonry house at 43 Ashford Street was bi-chromatic. The 
simplified color scheme creates a monolithic appearance. The walls, façade, and decorative 
elements of this house are all painted various values of off white. This was probably due to its 
intension to simulate stone masonry.  The most diverse decorative scheme was employed on 
the simplest house: 6 E. Cecelio Dominguez Street. This small three-bay house used a four-
color scheme. 
The wood siding on the body of the house  was the most diversely painted architectural 
feature as sampled from the front balcony walls of the five siding walls sampled, three were 
painted blue grey, one green, and one off-white. The most common color, blue grey, was 
painted a range of values. Correlations can be seen in the architectural style of the houses 
with the shared blue grey wall color. The green wall color was found at 6 E. Cecelio Domin-
quez, the smallest and least ornate house.  The light colored, off-white wall color was applied 
with fine sand to imitate masonry. 
Regardless of scale and ornament, all trimwork on the houses was painted pale white, off-
white or light cream. Stratigraphies indicated that four of the five houses used a monochro-
matic palette for the trim boards, door frames, ceiling, and cornice. Once again the less or-
nate structure deviates from the common color palette by using a bi-chromatic color scheme 
of richly saturated creams and tan yellows.  In all but one instance, the trim was lighter than 
the body of the building. The imitation masonry house deviates from this model. 
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Today most doors, frames, trimwork, and cornices are monochromatic. Traditionally, the 
doors would have been painted differently than the door frames and trim. A variation of 
finishes was found on the doors including graining, green and pink cream colored highlights.  
Most doors appear to have monochromatically painted panels, jalousies, stiles, and rails. 3 S. 
Ashford Street utilized a green accent color to outline the upper and lower door panels.
Paint evidence indicates that all known original concrete balcony bases were painted with 
dark blue grey paints at origination. The remaining base, which appears to be a later modi-
fication, was painted dark green. The proximity to the street and potential for soiling from 
unpaved roads may have been the justification for painting the bases with darker colored ma-
terials. Similarities can be seen in the decorative palette of the walls and base, signifying that 
the concrete was probably original to the structures. Historic documentation indicates that 
concrete was available during the late 19th century, but the exact time line of use in domestic 
architecture is undocumented. This paint research provides evidence that concrete was being 
used in residential buildings as early as 1871 in Guayama. 
It can be hypothesized that vernacular creole houses with ornate woodwork utilized color 
at the most basic level to articulate body from trim and special elements such as doors and 
windows and balcony fittings.  They do not, like their North American wooden counterparts 
rely on a rich and complex color palette as a means of articulation. The articulation in the 
façade is dependent on the variation in the woodworking profiles. The woodwork itself is the 
focal point and is not embellished with colors. Simple houses create relief with the introduc-
tion of color. Bi-chromatic color schemes give simple elements depth. Sands were also used 
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as a means of manipulating a painted finish to create the appearance of textured surfaces, and 
thus creating the imitation of an expensive masonry building.
7.2 Painting Traditions and Techniques in turn of the 19th Century Guayama
Traditional painting techniques used in Guayama at the turn of the 19th century appear to 
have employed consistent techniques of paint application. Most of the paints examined were 
applied using a 3-coat system. White paints tended to have a slightly darker second coat of 
paint.  Some specialty finishes employed a 4-coat system. White and off-white primers were 
common on wood substrates and some concrete. One example of yellow green primer was 
found on a zinc panel wall. Orange-red primers were found commonly on ironwork. 
Specialty finishes were a common decorative feature in vernacular creole architecture; indi-
cating that skilled craftsman were working in Guayama. Graining, faux patinated bronze, 
and imitation masonry finishes all appear to have been used. Four of the five houses sampled 
employed specialty finishes at some point in their history. Most were original first campaign 
finishes. One house showed mid-stratigraphy graining. The small, three-bay house at 6 E. 
Cecelio Dominguez did not have paint evidence of faux finishing.
7.3 Color Palette Trends Over Time:
Domestic architecture evolves over time, elements are replaced, and exteriors are altered 
according to the modernizing trends of the day. Clear shifts in color use and alterations to 
the physical fabric can be interpreted through the varying layers of paint stratigraphy. Paint 
evidence in Guayama indicates that the most common alterations to the houses involved 
repainting the exterior facades and balcones.  The next most common alteration was the re-
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placement of columns, railings, and handrails. This information is confirmed in the histori-
cal documentation of the houses. 
The original color schemes for most of the houses appear to remain over several paint cam-
paigns. This method of repeatedly painting elements the same color over a period of time is 
evident in all of the houses. This trend can be seen most evidently in the three houses with 
the original blue grey color scheme. The paint colors used for the wall siding, cornice, door 
frames, and trim in each house align for most of their history. The pattern observed in the 
paint stratigraphies progresses over time from values of blue grey- to pink cream- to grey 
tan-to white and yellow. Most recent paint stratigraphy indicates the use of yellow, pinks, 
and off-white wall colors. Throughout history each of the houses altered the color palette 
similarly, indicating common trends in color use across the city.
The trim boards and door frames have the most consistent color palette of all the architec-
tural features on the balconies. Stratigraphic paint evidence indicates that white and off-
white paints have remained popular throughout the history of the buildings.  A brief trend 
in dark brown and cream trimwork can be seen in some of the houses.  
Several clear shifts in color palette can also be seen in other specific architectural features. 
They include; 1) doors become white, today most are painted the same color as the trim 2) 
cornices become more polychromatic 3) building bases shift from mainly monochromatic 
decorative schemes to some two-color systems 4) replacement of iron balusters painted with 
what appears to be aluminum flake.
Many of the houses sampled have elements that have been altered or replaced. The color 
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green is a common first campaign paint scheme for modified and new architectural features 
such as replacement bases, columns, and iron baluster segments. The trend in color use across 
replacement material indicates that structural alterations may have occurred during a similar 
time period. 
The exterior decorative trends of vernacular creole houses in Guayama have changed over 
time. The color combinations appear to have followed similar patterns and timelines. Some 
architectural features have remained true to the memory of their original decorative expres-
sion, while others are completely altered. Today, large scale vernacular creole houses are paint-
ed with pastel palettes. Smaller 3-bay houses still remain dependent on higher chroma paints 
as a means of architectural articulation.
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8.0 Recommendations: 
The research conducted for this thesis focused on the original finishes of creole houses con-
structed between 1870-1900 in Guayama. Further research is needed to date non-original 
paint campaigns and to identify the material composition of historic finishes. Optical and 
Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive spectroscopy could be used as well as 
Raman Spectroscopy to characterize the colorants present in the paint.1 The chronological 
history of paint pigments is well documented and can be a useful tool for dating decorative 
schemes. FTIR analysis could be used to identify the binding media. The elemental analysis 
of stratigraphic paint layers could be examined to further indicate the timeline and materials 
used in Puerto Rican domestic architecture. 
Further archival research needs to be conducted to investigate late 19th century construction 
regulations.  Construction regulations of the time period regulated architectural aesthetics. 
Material details, including recommendations for paints and decorative finishes are included 
in these historic documents.2 These may provide insight into color schemes from this time 
period, as well as those that have yet to be examined.
Five additional houses from a later time period were also sampled as part of this thesis re-
search. Future color research in Guayama should include the examination of these samples. 
 The introduction of a broader study set from other regions of Puerto Rico could provide an  
understanding of historic color palettes on a national scale.  In addition, houses of similar 
1 Welsh, Frank S. “Who Is an Historic Paint Analyst? A Call for Standards.” APT Bulletin 18.4 (1986): 4-5. 
p.5.
2 Carzull, Hector Santiago. Il Colores de San Juan 151-1953: Investigacion Documental Sobre El Cromatismo 
De Los Edificos Publico y Civiles De le Cuidad de San Juan de Puerto Rico. 2000. Print. Document translated by 
Gladysa Vega.
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building typology could be sampled from other towns along the southern coast to develop a 
regional color palette.  
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Vernacular architecture - Architecture that is constructed with local materials and 
resources and is designed to reflect the cultural and historical context in which it was 
built. 
Paint Analysis Research - The investigation of “accumulated layers of paint and 
other decorative finishes to provide insight into a buildings decorative history, 
structural development, and social history.”1 
Paint - A mixture or dispersion of pigments or powders in a liquid or vehicle.2  Paint 
is made up of four principle component parts, which by their individual properties 
and their relationship to each other compromise the essential elements of protective, 
decorative, and functional coatings. Component parts include: Pigment, binder or 
vehicle, thinner or solvent, and drier.3 Thinner or solvent and driers are not essential 
elements of paint; they may or may not be present in a given mixture. 
Binder - The non-volatile portion of a paint which serves to bind or cement the 
pigment particle together. Oils, varnishes, and proteins are examples of binders.4 
Oil Binder - Oil of vegetable origin which hardens to tough, solid film after a period 
of exposure to oxygen from the air. 
Mineral Pigment – Inorganic ground mineralic materials in the form of fine 
powders substantially insoluble in oils, varnishes, lacquers, thinners, and the like. 
Used to impart color, opacity, certain consistency characteristics and other effects.5 
Primer- The first coat in any painting operation. 6 
Ground Coat - The coating material which is applied before the graining colors, 
glazing, and other finish coat.7 
Glazing - A process of applying transparent or translucent coatings over a painted 
surface to produce blended effects.8 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
1 Hughes, Helen. Layers of Understanding: Setting Standards for Architectural Paint Research. Dorset: Donhead, 
2002. Print. p.47. 
2 Painting and Decorating Contractors of America.  Painting and Decorating Craftsman's Manual and Text Book. 
Theo. Chicago: Theo Audel & Company, 1949. P. 406. 
3 Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook. p.11-12  
4 Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook. P.397 
5Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook.  P.406 
6 Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook. P.406 
7Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook.  P.402 
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Anti-Corrosive Paint - Paint designed to inhibit corrosion and rusting of metals. 
Applied directly to the metal, usually as a primer for finish coats.9 
Graining- Simulating the grain of wood by means of specialty prepared color or 
stain and graining tools. Typically done with slow drying oil paints or distempers.10  
Exposure (scrape) - Mechanical method of revealing of revealing paint in a series of 
stepped layers. 
Paint Cross-Section - A method of mounting a paint sample in a casting medium 
and then cross-sectioning the sample to examine under a microscope. 
Color scheme- Analogous with a paint campaign. The term refers to the ensemble 
of finishes applied at one time to a structure. 
Photomicrograph- A photograph of a small object seen through a microscope at 
high levels of magnification. 
Daylight Filter (Neutral Density Filter) - Neutral Density or ND filters reduce 
light levels to the minimum needed for observation under a microscope. 
Dark-light Illuminator- Dark-light Illumination provides uniform dark field 
illumination through glass microscope slides. Vertical illumination is replaced by a 
light source imbedded inside a specifically designed fiber optic slide holder which fits 
most microscope stages, turning the slide into a light pipe.11 
Fluorescence Microscopy-   a method for microscopically studying material which 
can be made to fluoresce whether in natural form or when treated with chemicals 
capable of fluorescing. For conservation purposes it is usually used to investigate the 
presence of organic and inorganic materials by observing their auto- and secondary 
fluorescence. It is also useful for characterizing materials (organic or inorganic) and 
improving or altering the definition of materials (such as stratigraphy of cross section 
samples.12 
9 Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook. P.396 
10 Painting and Decorating Craftsman Manual and Textbook.  P.402
11 The University of Pennsylvania, Graduate Program in Historic Preservation. Nikon Microscope and 
Fluorescence Microscopy Manual. 2011. Philadelphia. p.2. 
12 Nikon Microscope and Fluorescence Microscopy Manual, p.7. 
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material alteration from original
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[ Existing Condition ]
Guayama, Puerto Rico
1/8” = 1’-0”
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
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material alteration from original
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3 : A : 1 Wall (siding)
3 : A : 2 Wall (siding next to south door)
3 : A : 3 Wall (baseboard)
3 : A : 4 Wall (baseboard, center)
3 : A : 5 Wall (moulding diamond pattern, above south door)
3 : A : 6 Wall (crown, dentils above south door)
3 : A : 7 Wall (crown moulding above south door)
3 : B : 1 Base
3 : C : 1 Column (#2 from the south, middle detail of joint)
3 : C : 2 Column (#2 from the south, flower detail)
3 : C : 3 Column (#2 from south, top)
3 : C : 4 Column (at railing)
3 : C : 5 Column (base)
3 : D : 1 Porch Railing (middle)
3 : E : 1 Handrail (#3 from north)
3 : F : 1 Door (upper panel)
3 : F : 2 Door (flat of upper panel, center)
3 : F : 3 Door (stile)
3 : F : 4 Door (panel outer frame bottom, 2nd door from the north)
3 : F : 5 Door (panel middle frame)
3 : F : 6 Door (side stile)
3 : F : 7 Door (shutter)
3 : G : 1 Door Frame (south, left side top)
3 : G : 2 Door Frame (stile @ left side near joint)
3 : G : 3 Door Frame (pediment, underside of trim)
3 : G : 4 Door Frame (pediment, top)
3 : G : 5 Door Frame (pediment detail in diamond)
3 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (cornice)
3 : H : 2 Cornice/Soffit (dentil)
3 : H : 3 Cornice/Soffit (curve of cornice,1st piece of trim below roof)
3 : H : 4 Cornice/Soffit (bottom of cornice)
3 : H : 5 Cornice/Soffit (cornice, top element)
3 : L : 1 Ceiling (detail above south door, corner square)
3 : L : 2 Ceiling (detail above south door, diamond)
3 : L : 3 Ceiling (above south door)
43 : A : 1 Wall (siding above door)
43 : A : 2 Wall (siding adjacent to door)
43 : A : 3 Wall (baseboard)
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43 : A : 4 Wall (cornerboard, north)
43 : A : 5 Wall (trim, crown moulding above south door)
43 : B : 1 Base (central panel)
43 : B : 2 Base (dividers below columns)
43 : C : 1 Column (middle shaft)
43 : C : 2 Column (middle base)
43 : C : 3 Column (capital)
43 : D : 1 Porch Railing (bottom rail)
43 : D : 2 Porch Railing (balustrade)
43 : E : 1 Porch Handrail (top)
43 : F : 1 Door
43 : G : 1 Door Frame (top below transom, south)
43 : G : 2 Door Frame
43 : G : 3 Door Frame (transom above south door)
43 : G : 4 Door Frame (top, south)
43 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (fascia board)
43 : H : 2 Cornice/Soffit (cornice, lower level flat board)
43 : H : 4 Cornice/Soffit (middle moulding)
43 : H : 5 Cornice/Soffit (underside board, soffit)
43 : I : 1 Window Frame
43 : K : 1 Window Shutter (edge #2)
43 : K : 2 Window Shutter (right panel, middle)
43 : L : 1 Ceiling
43 : L : 2 Ceiling (#1)
43 : L : 3 Ceiling (#2)
6 : A : 1 Wall (siding, west side of main door)
6 : A : 2 Wall (trim board at wall, original)
6 : A : 3 Wall (baseboard)
6 : A : 4 Wall (trim directly above siding)
6 : B : 1 Base (frosting under columns)
6 : B : 2 Base (right hand corner of frosting)
6 : B : 3 Base (middle panel, bottom)
6 : B : 4 Base (middle panel)
6 : C : 1 Column (capital)
6 : C : 2 Column (middle)
6 : D : 1 Porch Railing (middle)
6 : D : 2 Porch Railing (middle #2)
6 : D : 3 Porch Railing (base)
6 : E : 1 Porch Handrail
6 : G : 1 Door Frame (top detailing)
6 : G : 2 Door Frame (middle door, transom)
6 : G : 3 Door Frame (pediment, flat detail)
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6 : G : 4 Door Frame (pediment, west detail)
6 : G : 5 Door Frame (top of pediment main door)
6 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (fascia board west)
4 : A : 1 Wall (siding)
4 : A : 2 Wall (crown moulding above main door)
4 : A : 3 Wall (baseboard)
4 : A : 4 Wall (baseboard*)
4 : B : 1 Base
4 : B : 2 Base (panel interior edge)
4 : B : 3 Base (frame)
4 : B : 4 Base (middle panel)
4 : C : 1 Column (#6 east end shaft)
4 : C : 2 Column (east bottom)
4 : C : 3 Column (pillar at east end, engaged with wall)
4 : D : 1 Porch Railing (balustrade)
4 : D : 2 Porch Railing (bottom rail)
4 : E : 1 Porch Handrail (underside, interior side)
4 : F : 1 Door (stile)
4 : F : 2 Door (bottom)
4 : F : 3 Door (panel)
4 : F : 4 Door (main panel, center frame)
4 : F : 5 Door (main panel, recessed frame)
4 : F : 6 Door (entry, left hand side center stile)
4 : F : 7 Door (upper panel)
4 : F : 8 Door (shutter)
4 : F : 9 Door Frame (east door, left side panel, outer frame)
4 : G : 1 Door Frame (lower)
4 : G : 2 Door Frame (horizontal divider, west)
4 : G : 3 Door Frame (horizontal divider, central Door)
4 : G : 4 Door Frame (panel above main door)
4 : G : 5 Door Frame (muntins of sidelight)
4 : G : 6 Door Frame (main door, pediment west side)
4 : G : 7 Door Frame (main door, pediment west side)
4 : G : 8 Door Frame (door 2nd from west, pediment west side)
4 : G : 9 Door Frame (transom rail)
4 : G : 10 Door Frame (main door, transom)
4 : G : 11 Door Frame (pediment trim below top )
4 : G : 12 Door Frame (sidelight inner panel)
4 : G : 13 Door Frame (top panel, outer frame of sidelight panel)
4 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (cornice lower edge)
48 : A : 1 Wall (siding adjacent to door)
48 : A : 2 Wall (siding at side elevation )
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48 : A : 3 Wall (siding above south door)
48 : A : 4 Wall (cornerboard)
48 : A : 5 Wall (crown moulding)
48 : A : 6 Wall (baseboard)
48 : B : 1 Base
48 : C : 1 Column (joint)
48 : C : 2 Column (capital, 2nd to last from north side)
48 : C : 3 Column (center detail, 2nd to last north)
48 : C : 4 Column (joint)
48 : D : 2 Porch Railing (middle)
48 : D : 4 Porch Railing (middle, 1st door north)
48 : E: 1 Porch Handrail (at door, 1st from left)
48 : F : 1 Door (1st door south, left side panel, below door knob)
48 : F : 2 Door (south, middle)
48 : F : 3 Door (1st door, left shutter)
48 : F : 5 Door (2nd from north, bottom panel left side)
48 : F : 6 Door (2nd from north bottom panel left side)
48 : F : 7 Door (1st door, left side shutter trim)
48 : F : 8 Door (south rail between panels, right)
48 : F : 9 Door (2nd from north, panel flat)
48 : F : 10 Door (south lower panel moulding)
48 : F : 12 Door (stile 1st door north middle)
48 : G : 1 Door Frame (2nd from north, north side bottom)
48 : G : 2 Door Frame (2nd from north side)
48 : G : 3 Door Frame (pediment top)
48 : G : 4 Door Frame (at baseboard)
48 : G : 5 Door Frame (pediment)
48 : G : 6 Door Frame (3rd door from south)
48 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (fascia board interior)
48 : H : 2 Cornice/Soffit (middle flat section)
48 : H : 3 Cornice/Soffit (cornice)
48 : J : 1 Window Sill (side elevation)
48 : J : 2 Window Sill (side elevation)
48 : K : 1 Door Shutters (2nd door from north)
48 : K : 2 Door Shutters (side elevation)
48 : K : 3 Window Shutters (center, side elevation)
48 : L : 1 Ceiling (triangle edge)
88 : A : 2 Wall (siding)
88 : A : 1 Wall (siding lower)
88 : A : 3 Wall (siding)
88 : A : 4 Wall (cornerboard south)
88 : A : 5 Wall (cornerboard north)
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88 : B : 1 Base
88 : B : 2 Base
88 : C : 1 Column #2 (bottom 1/3 @ rail height)
88 : C : 2 Column #3 (above rail)
88 : D : 1 Porch Railing
88 : D : 2 Porch Railing (@ stairs)
88 : D : 3 Porch Railing (north end)
88 : E : 1 Porch Handrail (north end)
88 : F : 2 Door (upper panel)
88 : F : 1 Door (center panel)
88 : F : 3 Door (center rail)
88 : F : 4 Door (stile)
88 : F : 5 Door (left side)
88 : G : 1 Door Frame
88 : G : 2 Door Frame
88 : G : 3 Door Frame (transom)
88 : G : 4 Door Frame(transom frame)
88 : G : 5 Door Frame (transom north)
88 : G : 6 Door Frame (top north)
88 : H : 1 Cornice (fascia board & soffit, south)
88 : H : 2 Cornice (top)
88 : H : 3 Cornice (middle)
88 : H : 4 Cornice (bottom)
88 : L : 1 Ceiling (south end)
102 : A : 1 Wall (siding middle)
102 : A : 2 Wall Siding (by window)
102 : A : 3 Wall (siding north)
102 : A : 4 Wall (siding)
102 : A : 5 Wall (siding above window)
102 : A : 6 Wall (siding next to old sample)
102 : A : 7 Wall (siding groove less layers)
102 : A : 8 Wall (siding at attic)
102 : A : 9 Wall (baseboard north)
102 : A : 10 Wall (cornerboard north)
102 : A : 11 Wall (cornerboard south)
102 : A : 12 Wall (crown molding above window)
102 : B : 1 Base (border detail)
102 : B : 2 Base (interior corner of frame)
102 : B : 3 Base (center panel)
102 : C : 1 Column (porch #3)
102 : D : 1 Porch Railing (detail at north)
102 : D : 2 Porch Railing (north)
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102 : E : 1 Porch Handrail (north)
102 : F : 1 Door (sidelight rail)
102 : F : 2 Door (under key hole)
102 : G : 1 Door Frame (top)
102 : G : 2 Door Frame (top)
102 : G : 3 Door Frame (interior)
102 : G : 4 Door Frame (adj to sidelight)
102 : G : 5 Door Frame (transom dividers)
102 : H : 1 Cornice (porch)
102 : H : 2 Cornice (porch)
102 : H : 3 Cornice (fascia board north)
102 : H : 4 Cornice (fascia board north)
102 : I : 1 Window Frame (attic)
102 : I : 2 Window Frame
102 : I : 3 Window Frame
102 : J : 1 Window Sill (corner)
102 : J : 2 Window Sill (detail trim below sill)
102 : L : 1 Ceiling (porch above window)
104 : A : 1 Wall (siding)
104 : A : 2 Wall (siding)
104 : A : 3 Wall (baseboard)
104 : A : 4 Wall (crown moulding)
104 : A : 5 Wall (cornerboard middle panel)
104 : A : 6 Wall (cornerboard far south panel)
104 : B : 1 Building Base (inside)
104 : B : 2 Building Base (outside)
104 : B : 3 Base (concrete frame)
104 : B : 4 Base (center panel)
104 : C : 1 Column
104 : C : 2 Column
104 : C : 3 Column (capital)
104 : C : 4 Column (body)
104 : C : 5 Column (base)
104 : C : 6 Column (shaft #2 from south)
104 : C : 7 Column (top of #2 from south)
104 : D : 1 Porch Railing (middle)
104 : D : 2 Porch Railing
104 : D : 3 Porch Railing (bottom rail)
104 : E : 1 Porch Handrail
104 : E : 2 Porch Handrail
104 : G : 1 Door Frame
104 : G : 2 Door Frame (transom/ventilator)
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104 : G : 3 Door Frame (dentil molding)
104 : G : 2 Door Frame (cap of dentil molding)
104 : G : 5 Door Frame (top)
104 : G : 6 Door Frame
104 : G : 7 Door Frame (pediment soffit)
104 : G : 8 Door Frame (moulding above pediment of door)
104 : G : 9 Door Frame (transom above door)
104 : G : 10 Door Frame (sidelight frame)
104 : G : 11 Door Frame (sidelight sill)
104 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (crown)
104 : H : 2 Cornice/Soffit (fascia)
104 : H : 3 Cornice (top of dentils)
104 : H : 4 Cornice (panel rows of dentils)
104 : H : 5 Cornice (upper most row of dentils)
104 : H : 6 Cornice (Fascia below upper 3rd row of dentils)
104 : H : 7 Cornice (bottom)
104 : I : 1 Window Frame
104 : I : 2 Window frame (stile)
104 : I : 3 Window Frame (surround north side)
104 : I : 4 Window Frame (dentils)
104 : I : 5 Window Frame (pediment above)
104 : I : 6 Window Frame (pediment side detail)
104 : J : 1 Window Sill
104 : L : 1 Ceiling
106 : A : 1 Wall (siding)
106 : A : 2 Wall (siding left addition)
106 : A : 3 Wall (siding groove)
106 : A : 4 Wall (siding)
106 : A : 5 Wall (siding)
106 : A : 6 Wall (siding by door bell)
106 : A : 7 Wall (baseboard on porch)
106 : B : 1 Building Base
106 : B : 2 Building Base
106 : B : 3 Base (middle bottom base)
106 : B : 4 Base(left side top)
106 : B : 5 Base (right side top)
106 : B : 6 Base (right side bottom)
106 : B : 7 Base (south middle wall)
106 : B : 8 Base (north side bottom)
106 : C : 1 Column
106 : C : 2 Column (north)
106 : D : 1 Porch Railing
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106 : D : 2 Porch Railing (middle #1)
106 : D : 3 Porch Railing (middle #3)
106 : D : 4 Porch Railing (south side bottom)
106 : D : 5 Porch Railing (rt side under handrail)
106 : D : 6 Porch Railing (center detail)
106 : D : 7 Porch Railing (right top interior)
106 : E : 1 Porch Handrail
106 : E : 2 Porch Handrail
106 : E : 3 Porch Handrail (north end)
106 : E : 4 Porch Handrail (north interior)
106 : G : 1 Door Frame
106 : G : 2 Door Frame
106 : G : 3 Door Frame (Transom outer Frame)
106 : G : 4 Door Frame (Transom divider)
106 : G : 5 Door Frame (top trim/cornice)
106 : H : 1 Cornice/Soffit (soffit)
106 : H : 2 Cornice (SE wall just above soffit/stairs
106 : H : 3 Cornice/Soffit (fascia)
106 : H : 4 Cornice (north soffit)
106 : I : 1 Window Frame
106 : J : 1 Window Sill
106 : J : 2 Window Sill
106 : J : 3 Window Sill (detail trim below)
106 : J : 4 Window Sill (detail trim below)
106 : J : 5 Window Sill (detail trim below)
106 : L : 1 Trim (cornerboard)
106 : L : 2 Ceiling ( center @ porch)
106 : M : 1 other (Alero left)
106 : M : 2 Other (Gate)
108 : A : 1 Wall (siding)
108 : A : 2 Wall (siding north)
108 : A : 3 Wall (siding above door)
108 : A : 4 Wall (siding adjacent to stairs)
108 : A : 5 Wall (side elevation)
108 : A : 6 Wall (siding)
108 : A : 7 Wall (siding north)
108 : A : 8 Wall (cornerboard @side of house)
108 : B : 1 Building Base
108 : B : 2 Building Base (interior)
108 : B : 3 Building Base
108 : B : 4 Base (north side of bldg)
108 : B : 5 Base (under window)
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108 : B : 6 Base (adjacent to step)
108 : B : 7 Base (bottom)
108 : B : 8 Base (middle)
108 : B : 9 Base (frame)
108 : B : 10 Base (frame at top)
108 : C : 1 Column (bottom)
108 : C : 2 Column (middle)
108 : C : 3 Column
108 : C : 4 Column (top capital)
108 : C : 5 Column (capital transition piece)w
108 : C : 6 Column (capital detail between scrolls)
108 : D : 1 Porch Railing (lower)
108 : D : 2 Porch Railing (lower)
108 : D : 3 Porch Railing (middle)
108 : D : 4 Porch Railing (inside bottom left)
108 : D : 5 Porch Railing (trim right side against wall
108 : D : 6 Porch Railing (middle)
108 : D : 7 Porch Railing (middle)
108 : E : 1 Porch Handrail (lower)
108 : E : 2 Porch Handrail
108 : G : 2 Door Frame (transom north)
108 : G : 3 Door Frame (top left)
108 : H : 1 Cornice (middle)
108 : H : 2 Cornice (roof at cornice beadboard
108 : H : 3 Cornice (soffit)
108 : I : 1 Window Frame (top right)
108 : I : 2 Window Frame (attic top ext)
108 : I : 3 Window Frame (north side of bldg)
108 : I : 4 Window Frame (transom)
108 : J : 1 Window Sill
108 : L : 1 Ceiling
108 : L : 2 Ceiling
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  medium blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 10B 7/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 10B 5/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  medium blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 7.5B 7/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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4 :B: 4 building base
middle panel
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  light blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 5B 7/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
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4 :C: 2 column
east, bottom
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/1-10Y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  cream
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2
Probable Pigments: 
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Color: F1:  light cream
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2
Probable Pigments: 
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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Stratigraphy      
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Conclusions
Color: F1: graining
Munsell Color F1:
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
4 :F: 4 door
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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4 :F: 3 door
panel
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Color: F1:  graining
Munsell Color F1:
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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48 :F: 8 door
shutter
wood
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  graining
Munsell Color F1:
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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02/13/11
Stratigraphy      
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4 :G: 3 door frame
horizontal divider, central Door
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Stratigraphy      
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4 :G: 3 door frame
horizontal divider, central Door
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2- 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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4 :G: 4 door frame
panel above main door
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2- 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Stratigraphy      
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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Stratigraphy      
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4 :G: 10 door frame
main door, transom
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1-10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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Stratigraphy      
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Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-189-
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1 - 10Y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1 - 10Y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
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02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
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6 :A: 1 wall
siding, west side of main door
wood
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Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
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6 :A: 1 wall
siding, west side of main door
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  light green
Munsell Color F1: 2.5GY 7/6
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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6 :A: 2 wall
trim board at wall
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  yellow cream
Munsell Color: F1: 2.5Y 8.5/6 -2.5Y 
8.5/4
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Color: F1:  yellow cream
Munsell Color F1: 2.5Y 8.5/6 -2.5Y 
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 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-195-
Color: F1: green 
Munsell Color F1: 5G 7/8 - 5G 7/6
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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6 :A: 1 wall
siding, west side of main door
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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off  white
off  white
off  white
*light blue
light blue
/*cream
white
*cream
/*dark green
/green
/off  white
/green
green
blue green
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-196-
Color: F1:  green
Munsell Color F1: 5G 7/8 - 5G 7/6
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching, 
yellow infi ltration near the substrate
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 :B: 2 building base
right hand corner of frosting
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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yellow
*yellow
dark brown
*light blue
light blue
*light blue
light blue
/light grey white
light grey white
/*dark green
yellow tan
green
green
blue green
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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infi ltration
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-197-
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6 :B: 4 building base
middle panel
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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bright green
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/blue green
green
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brown yellow
/brown yellow
red brown
*dark pink tan
green grey
grey blue
green grey
green grey
blue grey
/*dark pink tan
pink tan
*brown
grey purple
brown
*light green grey
light green blue
*blue grey
light grey
light grey
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-198-
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6 :B: 4 building base
middle panel
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
Conclusions
Color: F1:  blue green
Munsell Color F1: 5PB 7/1
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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light yellow
white
yellow tan
light yellow
/light blue
/light tan
white
light tan
*white
light yellow
*bright green
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-199-
Color: F1:  green
Munsell Color F1: 5G 7/8 - 5G 7/6
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
6 :C: 2 column
middle
 concrete
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
10x
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yellow cream
light blue
off  white
green
off  white
white
green
off  white
off  white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-200-
Color: F1:  silver
Munsell Color F1:
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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S
6 :D: 1 porch railing
middle
iron
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
10x
silver
silver
silver
silver
silver
silver
silver
white
silver
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-201-
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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6 :E: 1 porch handrail
 concrete
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
10x
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white
white
*light blue
white
tan
/off  white
off  white
/off  white
/white
*off  white
off  white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
1
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-202-
6 :G: 1 door frame
top detailing
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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*yellow white
yellow tan
*light yellow
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dark tan
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green white
*white
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orange yellow
white
orange yellow
tan
white
off  white
cream
white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-203-
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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*white
yellow
/yellow
light blue
grey white
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/light tan
/green
white
/white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
6 :G: 1 door frame
top detailing
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-204-
Color: F1:  light tan
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 8.5/2
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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6 :G: 2 door frame
middle door, transom
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
10x
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*white
light tan
light tan
off  white
tan
yellow cream
yellow cream
/yellow cream
light tan
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
1
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-205-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
6 :G: 3 door frame
pediment, flat detail
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
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off  white
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green
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yellow cream
yellow cream
tan
off  white
yellow tan
yellow cream
yellow tan
yellow cream
yellow cream
dark tan
dark tan
white
*tan
*off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-206-
6 :G: 3 door frame
pediment, flat detail
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 10Y 9/2
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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off  white
/off  white
light yellow
light yellow
light blue grey
off  white
off  white
light tan
off  white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-207-
Color: F1:  yellow cream
Munsell Color F1: 2.5Y 8.5/6 -2.5Y 
8.5/4
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
6 :G: 5 door frame
top of pediment main door
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
4x
S
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tan
*yellow cream
yellow cream
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yellow cream
yellow cream
*off  white
*off  white
light tan
white
*off  white
*white
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*off  white
*white
yellow cream
white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/09/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-208-
Color: F1:  yellow cream
Munsell Color F1: 2.5Y 8.5/6 -2.5Y 
8.5/4
 Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
6 :H: 1 cornice/soffit 
fascia board west
wood
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
10x
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off  white
off  white
white
off  white
off  white
cream
/light tan
off  white
light tan
light tan
light brown tan
light brown tan
yellow cream
yellow cream
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-209-
9
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1
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :A: 1 wall
siding above door
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orange yellow
orange yellow
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cream
off  white
/white
pale blue
light blue
off  white
off  white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-210-
Color: F1:  tan
Muncell Color F1: 5Y 8/1 - 5Y 2.5/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :A: 3 wall
baseboard
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blue grey
brown
brown
light grey blue
*white blue
white blue
cream
yellow
cream
white
/*white
blue white
light blue
red brown
cream
cream
dark brown
off  white
/tan
brown tan
off  white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-211-
Conclusions
Color: F1: white 
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :A: 5 wall
trim, crown moulding above south door
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-212-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark blue grey
Muncell Color F1: 10B 3.5/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
 concrete
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :B: 1 building base
central panel
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blue grey
orange yellow
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/light blue
*red brown
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dark grey
grey
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light grey
dark blue grey
white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
4
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-213-
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark blue grey
Muncell Color F1: 10B 3.5/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
 concrete
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :B: 2 building base
dividers below columns
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yellow
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/off  white
*off  white
*light blue
*red brown
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grey
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light grey
dark blue grey
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-214-
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :C: 3 column
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*blue white
tan 
blue white
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*light blue
*white
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blue white
*off  white
blue white
*pink white
*pink white
*blue white
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blue white
blue white
off  white
blue white
*blue white
*white
*white
*blue white
/*off  white
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-215-
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :C: 3 column
capital
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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*/dark brown
white
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/white
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off  white
off  white
off  white
*off  white
off  white
off  white
blue white
blue white
blue tan 
blue white
blue tan 
off  white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-216-
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :D: 1 porch railing
middle
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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orange yellow
*orange yellow
dark brown
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white
*white
*white
red brown
dark brown
green brown
dark grey
blue white
blue white
off  white
off  white
off  white
*off  white
*off  white
white
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-217-
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :D: 2 porch railing
balustrade
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Conclusions
Color: F1: pink cream
Muncell Color F1: 7.5YR 9/2 - 10YR 
9/4
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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orange yellow
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cream
blue white
dark brown
dark grey
white
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off  white
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off  white
blue white
blue white
pink cream
yellow cream
pink cream
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-218-
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 E: 1 porch handrail
top
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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blue grey
brown
dark brown
*white
off  white
*off  white
*light cream
off  white
off  white
/*off  white
off  white
off  white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-219-
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 G: 2 door frame
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blue grey
dark brown
dark brown
dark brown
blue
light blue
light yellow
cream
light blue
cream
red brown
off  white
dark red brown
off  white
off  white
light tan 
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-220-
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :F: 1 door
north door
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off  white
/off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
*tan
tan
tan
buff 
*pale grey
light grey
orange
orange
orange yellow
pale yellow
*light green
medium green
*tan
pink cream
pink cream
*yellow cream
yellow cream
pink cream
pink cream
light brown
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-221-
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
43 :F: 1 door
north door
Conclusions
Color: F1:  pink cream
Muncell Color F1: 7.5 YR 9/2, 10YR 
9/4
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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grey blue
deep brown
blue grey
white
*white
*white
off  white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-222-
43 :H:5 cornice/soffit
wood
underside board, soffit
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1: white
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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white
red brown
dark brown
green brown
white
off  white
/off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-223-
43 :K:1 window shutter
wood
left edge, 2nd window from north
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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/off  white
/off  white
*off  white
*off  white
*off  white
*off  white
/tan
*tan
tan
yellow
*pale yellow
/*pale grey
*medium grey
grey
orange
white
orange yellow
pale yellow
*light green
medium green
*pink cream
*yellow cream
white
white
light brown
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
15
Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Stratigraphy      
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-224-
Conclusions
Color: F1:  pink cream
Muncell Color F1: 7.5 YR 9/2, 10YR 
9/4
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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grey blue
deep brown
brown
grey blue
off  white
/white
white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
43 :K:1 window shutter
wood
left edge, 2nd window from north
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/27/11
02/13/11
-225-
Conclusions
Color: F1: white 
Muncell Color F1: 10Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1
43 :L: 1 ceiling
ceiling #2
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off  white
*off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
/blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
blue white
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
5
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-226-
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3 :A: 2 wall
siding next to south door
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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*tan
pink tan
pink tan
off  white
*grey tan
grey tan
tan
dark tan
tan
tan
tan
/pink cream
pink cream
off  white
pink cream
pink cream
brown
dark blue grey
dark grey
*blue grey
grey
white
blue grey
white
light blue grey
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-227-
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*white
yellow
*yellow tan
dark tan
dark tan
dark tan
yellow tan
yellow tan
yellow tan
tan
tan
tan
tan
tan
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
Color: F1:  blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 5PB 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
3 :A: 2 wall
siding next to south door
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-228-
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3 :A: 3 wall
baseboard
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark green
Munsell Color F1: 5G 2/6
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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yellow
/*green
white
cream
dark cream
blue green
blue green
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blue green
cream
dark green
cream
dark green
/dark green
cream
cream
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-229-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
3 :A: 7 wall
crown moulding above south door
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
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off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
*tan
tan
white
off  white
*white
tan
white
white
white
white
*white (very thin)
off  white
off  white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-230-
3 :A: 7 wall
crown moulding above south door
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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white
white
white
off  white
off  white
off  white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-231-
3 :A: 5 wall
moulding diamond pattern, above south door
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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/*off  white
off  white
off  white
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off  white
/off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
/off  white
off  white
off  white
off  white
*tan
tan
off  white
off  white
white
off  white
*white
white
white
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-232-
3 :A: 5 wall
moulding diamond pattern, above south door
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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*white
*white
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-233-
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3 :B: 1 building base
far south bay
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark blue grey
Munsell Color F1: 10B 5/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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dark green
*blue green
dark green
blue green
blue green
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green
green
*blue grey
light grey blue
dark blue grey
light blue grey
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-234-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S
3 :C: 3 column
#2 from south, top
iron
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:   patinated bronze
Munsell Color F1: 
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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silver
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silver
silver
silver
white
cream
cream
white
/green
pale green
medium green
medium green
dark green
medium green
green
copper
dark green
dark grey
brown orange
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-235-
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3 :C: 1 column
#2 from the south, middle detail of joint
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark green
Munsell Color F1: 5G 2/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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silver
silver
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white
silver
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silver
silver
*tan
off  white
off  white
medium green
light green
medium green
dark green
medium green
dark green
light-medium green
dark green
dark green
dark green
dark green
green grey
dark grey
brown orange
substrate
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7
5
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-236-
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3 :D: 1 porch railing
middle
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  silver
Munsell Color F1:
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-237-
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3 :E: 1 porch handrail
#3 from north
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  silver
Munsell Color F1:
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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*off  white
*off  white
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*tan
*off  white
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/off  white
silver
cream
cream
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-238-
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3 :F: 5 door
panel middle frame
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 7.5Y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-239-
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3 :F: 7 door
shutter
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 7.5Y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
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tan
cream
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 7.5y 9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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3 :F: 3 door
stile
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-241-
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3 :G: 1 door frame
south, left side top
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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white
white
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-242-
3 :G: 1 door frame
south, left side top
wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-243-
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white
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
3 :G: 4 door frame
pediment, top
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
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3 :H: 4 cornice/soffit
bottom of cornice
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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2
Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-245-
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3 :L: 3 ceiling
above south door
wood
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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Continued onto the next page
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
04/06/11
02/12/11
Stratigraphy      
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-246-
3 :L: 3 ceiling
above south door
wood
4x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Conclusions
Color: F1:  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Refl ected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-247-
48 :A: 1 wall
siding adjacent to door
Conclusions
Color: F1: pale orange yellow- pale yel-
lowish pink
Munsell Color F1: 10 YR 9/4 - 7.5YR 
9/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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grey buff 
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\pink tan
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pale tan
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Refl ected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-248-
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48 :A: 2 wall
siding at side elevation
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark greyish blue
Munsell Color F1:10B 5/2
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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/grey buff 
grey buff 
grey buff 
pink
pink
lavender blue grey
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/pink tan
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*medium grey
*dark blue grey
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blue grey
yellow green
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-249-
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48 :A: 4 wall
cornerboard
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-250-
48 :A: 6 wall
baseboard
Conclusions
Color: F1: off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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*blue white
dark green
dark green
off  white
cream
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Refl ected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-251-
48 :B: 1 building base
far north
Conclusions
Color: F1:  dark green
Munsell Color F1: 2.5 BG 2/6
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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white
*dark green
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/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
concrete
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-252-
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48 :C: 1 column
joint, 2nd to last from north side
Conclusions
Color: F1:  grey
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 6.5/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
galvanized metal
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/grey
/*grey
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Refl ected/Quartz Halogen
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
-253-
48 :D: 2 porch railing
middle
Conclusions
Color: F1: green 
Munsell Color F1: 10G 4.5/6
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-254-
48 :E: 1 handrail
at door, first from left
Conclusions
Color: F1:  silver
Munsell Color F1: 
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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red brown
dark grey
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* : Fracture    / : Dirt            
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-255-
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48 :F: 5 door
2nd from north, bottom panel lft side
Conclusions
pink white
pink white
white
yellow white
pink white
pink white
brown orange
yellow brown
brown
rust red
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wood
10x
Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
Color: F1:   Graining
Munsell Color F1 : rust red- 10R 3/9      
brown- 10R 2.5/4, brown yellow-10YR 
5/10
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-256-
48 :G: 6 door frame
3rd door from south
Conclusions
Color: F1:  off  white
Munsell Color F1: 5Y 9/1
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Nikon DS-Fi1Betty Prime
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brown orange
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
Analysis Performed by:                                             Camera:                                                          
GUAYAMA HISTORIC PAINT STUDY 
                                                       
Stratigraphy      
Fluorescence BV 1A, Reflected/Quartz Halogen
Scheme/Layer     Color                                           
Nikon ALPHAPHOT2-YS2
03/25/11
02/13/11
-257-
48 :K: 1 door shutter/louver
2nd door from north
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yellow white
/*pink white
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/brown orange
brown yellow
brown
rust red
substrate
/ : Fracture    * : Dirt            
Conclusions
Color: F1:   Graining
Munsell Color F1 : rust red- 10R 3/9       
brown- 10R 2.5/4, brown yellow-10YR 
5/10
Probable Medium: oil
Comments: not for color matching
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Sample Number:                      Element:                                                        Date Sampled:
Sample Location:                                                                                                 Date Analyzed:                          
Substrate:                                             Illumination:                                                           
Microscope:                                                                    Objective:                                                     
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APPENDIX G: COLOR MATRIX & DIGITAL RECONSTRUCTIONS OF  
    ORIGINAL COLOR SCHEMES
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